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ABSTRACT

The latter half of the nineteenth century was a turbulent time for American theatre, and

dubious was the occupation of the professional actress.  To be successful, leading ladies needed to be

independent, innovative, and appealing.  Few were more so than Charlotte Cushman and Adah

Isaacs Menken.  Treading center stage and bathing in the hot footlights, both mesmerized their

rowdy audiences with their compelling breeches or drag performances.  The breeches convention

was, of course, not new when Cushman first portrayed Romeo in 1837.  As early as the seventeenth

century, women acted male roles, usually boys or romantic leads, in British productions.  Breeches

roles were popular because the bodily display of the performer fulfilled heterosexual desire. 

However, breeches performances undermined heterosexual ideology by blurring concepts of gender.

Culminating with the 1845 London Haymarket production, Cushman infused the role of

Romeo with a new subversive energy.  Not conventionally “feminine,” the tall and commanding

Cushman was a convincing Romeo, for some spectators were not aware of her actual sex.  In

contrast, Menken’s breeches depictions were not purposely realistic as the coquettish Menken often

underscored her feminine appeal in the play Mazeppa.  Debuting the play in 1861 at the New

Bowery Theatre, Menken played the hardy Ivan Mazeppa, a nobleman betrayed by his lover and

wrongly punished to death by being strapped to a wild horse.  While her costume choice of scanty

tunic and flesh-colored tights enticed many spectators to attend this equestrian drama, critics

overlooked Menken’s gender critique implicit in her costume and athleticism.  In fact, Cushman and

Menken’s performances were subliminally liberating as they showcased independent, strong women

and allowed female spectators to engage in homosexual feelings without condemnation.

What distinguishes Cushman and Menken is that their challenges occurred onstage and off,

for many of their subversions were more symbolic than literal.  They were liberated individuals in

their personal lives and shrewd self-promoters triumphing on both sides of the Atlantic.  Despite the

sometime tarnished reputation of the actress, both actresses fashioned their images to appeal to

middle-class society.  Fiction like Cushman’s “The Actress” and poetry like Menken’s collection

Infelicia not only kept their names on the readers’ minds but also legitimized their artistic talents. 

Analyzing contemporary publications and writings, I am interested in Cushman and Menken as self-



1 Qtd. in Emma Stebbins, Charlotte Cushman: Her Letters and Memories of her Life

(Boston: Houghton, Mifflin and Co., 1899) 13.

2 Adah Isaacs Menken, Infelicia and Other Writings ed. Gregory Eiselein (Ontario:

Broadview, 2002) 109.
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made icons and will focus on the role of the popular press and photography as sites of image

construction.  Through their literary output and manipulation of public persona, Cushman and

Menken assured the potential of the professional woman.  Showing independence and intelligence,

their writing confronts the image of the woman as object, as metaphoric toy.  In her journal,

Cushman recounts cracking open dolls’ heads because she “was possessed with the idea that dolls

could and did think.”1  Similarly, in her poem “Autograph on the Soul,” Menken decries the male

audience’s ill treatment of women: “for the best you trample beneath your feet, while the fairest you

pluck as a toy to while an idle hour, then dash aside for another of a fairer cast.”2  Onstage, in the

press, and in their personal lives, Cushman and Menken transcended the discourse of containment

that would confine them strictly to the domestic sphere.  By transforming the image of the actress,

Cushman and Menken were rebellious yet respected American celebrities.
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INTRODUCTION

The latter half of the nineteenth century was a turbulent time for American theatre, and

dubious was the occupation of the professional actress.  To be successful, leading ladies needed to be

headstrong, innovative, and appealing.  Few were more so than Charlotte Cushman (1816-76) and

Adah Isaacs Menken (1835-68).  Treading center stage and bathing in the hot footlights, both

mesmerized their rowdy audiences with their compelling performances.  What meek ingenue

character or Shakespearean maiden role endeared them to the American public?  Although their

repertoires were varied, Cushman and Menken garnered much of their livelihood by becoming

breeches performers, by acting in drag.  By essaying male roles like Romeo or Mazeppa, they not

only entertained audiences but also subverted gender roles.  More importantly, what distinguishes

Cushman and Menken is that their challenges occurred onstage and off.  While breeches

performance became the vehicle of their stage success, the secret of their stardom was their talent for

self-promotion.

As cultural celebrities, Cushman and Menken represent not only changing attitudes toward

actresses and theatre but also American tensions with class, gender, ethnicity, and nationality. 

Because the Victorian actress negotiated between the demands for respectability and for popular

entertainment, she becomes a paradoxical icon worthy of more scholarly study.  Emphasizing “the

importance of theatre as a medium of culture,” Tracy Davis explains that performers and

performance are “issues central to the study of public figures (particularly women) whose

livelihoods depended on the observation and approval of private individuals (particularly men).” 

Because the “separate sphere” philosophy relegated women to the domestic sphere, it is especially 

important to analyze public figures like actresses who not only transgress this social boundary but

also succeed in the male-dominated business world.  Specifically, Cushman and Menken’s success

stems from encouraging and embracing a cult of celebrity rather than succumbing to the demands of

the “Cult of True Womanhood.”1

Working against the scholar, however, is the nature of the actor’s profession.  As an 1876

article in Scribner’s Monthly explains, acting, in contrast to other artistic media, is ephemeral. 

While “The poet stands behind his book, and the painter behind his picture,” the actor, on the other
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hand, “is identified with his art. . . . All that he has created dies when he dies.  His fame may live, it

is true; but not his work.”2  In addition to the fleeting nature of acting, “performers’ itinerant,

eccentric lives are not conducive to the collection and subsequent deposition of manuscript

correspondence, diaries, and professional records . . .  and this compounds the elitist record of theatre

history.”3  The challenge for scholars then becomes recovering those possibilities.  While we may

never witness the actress at work in the gas-lit, bustling auditorium, we can appreciate the effect of

her performance on the audience.  By examining reviews by both male and female spectators, we

learn through which cultural lens(es) the audience perceived the performer.  By evaluating the

interaction between the actress and the press, we discover her personal attitudes as well as societal

expectations.  Therefore, reviews, publications, publicity stunts, biographies, playbills, interviews,

and even photographs become essential in revealing the cultural pressures on the nineteenth-century

actress and more importantly the performer’s response, negotiation, and/or challenge to those

demands.

This study employs Davis’ feminist methodology for theatre history in that the “point is not

just to study the phenomenon of women working in the theatre, . . . but to examine the work process

and its allotment of control and privilege to various artists and social groups, always seeking the

consequence for performance.”  The comparison between Cushman and Menken is an unusual one,

for their audiences considered them polar opposites, and even contemporary scholars rarely evaluate

them together.  Although both were breeches performers, the Victorian public condemned Menken’s

notoriety and praised Cushman’s noble genius.  Despite these differences, I contend that Cushman

and Menken performed similar cultural work.  Although partly reinforcing Victorian ideologies,

both actresses rebelled against these standards with their provocative breeches performances and

astute media self-promotions.  In exploring the effect of Cushman and Menken’s performances, I

will consider the methodological principles Davis offers in the following questions: “How does the

ideology of the dominant culture affect women’s status?  How do social, class, and economic factors

affect privilege?  How is the status quo maintained or challenged in artistic media?”4

As actresses, Cushman and Menken faced similar pressures to conform to established gender

ideologies or risk social ostracism.  As breeches performers, they exploited a convention that often

supported a heterosexual ideology; however, each employed her talent to undermine it also. 

Cushman’s realistic portrayals of the romantic, boyish Romeo and other tragic male roles starting in

the late 1830s contested gender boundaries, for some spectators were not aware of Cushman’s actual

sex.  In contrast, Menken’s depictions in the early 1860s of the tragic hero Mazeppa in the play of
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the same name were not purposely realistic.  Menken’s costume choice of a scanty tunic and flesh-

colored tights enticed many spectators to attend this equestrian drama.  Although both were

financially successful as breeches performers, notions regarding personal respectability and

theatrical genres enhanced Cushman’s reputation.  Nevertheless, their performances revealed

homoerotic possibilities and challenged established gender ideology.

Realizing the power of a success in Britain and the importance of cultivating a diverse,

unique public person, Cushman and Menken were shrewd self-promoters.  As Americans, both

actresses faced nationalistic discourse that privileged British performers.  Nonetheless, they

triumphed overseas by fashioning a public image that capitalized on their national identity as well as

their particular talents.  Proving that America could produce skilled and sensational actresses,

Cushman and Menken’s achievements were a victory for American theatre.  A vital tool in the

construction of this public image was the press.  This medium not only publicized their dramatic

skills but also provided a forum for actresses to defend themselves against critics.  More important,

published original work offered the public a glimpse into Cushman and Menken’s “personal” lives. 

Employing the popular press and even new photographic technology, they shaped their images to

appeal to public interest.  Despite professional limitations for nineteenth-century women, Charlotte

Cushman and Adah Isaacs Menken transformed the image of the actress into a symbol of cultural

celebrity through their performance and public image.
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ACTING OUT

Although their names would become household words by the end of the nineteenth century,

Cushman and Menken shared meager beginnings.  Specifically economic necessity compelled both

women to provide for themselves and family.  Cushman, however, could boast of  privileged

predecessors.  Born in Boston on July 23, 1816, Charlotte Cushman descended from proud Puritan

stock.  Her ancestor Robert Cushman was a founding Pilgrim settler and preached the first sermon in

the Massachusetts colony.  Despite this prodigious genealogy, Cushman’s father Elkanah Cushman

strained the family finances through poor investing.  The burden then fell on wife and children as

Elkanah deserted them.  Although a young teenager, Cushman keenly felt the responsibility to

support the family: “the circumstances in my Father’s life which made it necessary that his children

should be placed under conditions looking toward their future self-support obliged us to take early

advantage of every opportunity for self-sustainment.”5 While her mother Mary Eliza offset these

troubles by opening a boarding house in 1828, Cushman determined on opera as a vocation.

While Cushman’s first recital was in 1830, it was the acquaintance with noted British singer

Mary Ann Woods that led to Cushman’s operatic debut.  Woods hired the 18-year-old Cushman to

accompany her in duets, Cushman providing the contralto part. Based on the success of this

arrangement, Woods recommended her to James G. Maeder and his wife Clara Fisher Maeder who

were opening a theatre in New Orleans.  Cushman’s opera career seemed assured, and by April 8,

1835, she officially debuted at Boston’s Tremont Theatre as Countess Almaviva in Mozart’s

Marriage of Figaro .6  Following the Maeders to New Orleans, Cushman found it difficult to sustain

the soprano part of the Countess Almaviva.  Because his wife was also a contralto, director James

Maeder refused to assign Cushman contralto roles.  As a result, Cushman strained her singing voice

and permanently compromised her opera career.  

In biographical accounts, Cushman often cited this circumstance as the reason for turning to

acting.  Again, necessity required her to reconsider her options.  While the transition from singing to

acting was logical, the decision carried a more symbolic consequence.  The account of losing her

voice established Cushman’s “natural” abilities, for she “could not be made into a soprano any more

than she could be cast successfully in any traditionally feminine role, on- or offstage.”7   Not
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conventionally “feminine,” Cushman was commanding in person, standing five feet six inches. 

Although she had impressive gray eyes, her square jaw and large forehead gave her a hardy

appearance.  Often reviewers, like William Winter, regarded Cushman’s powerful presence as

“noble” and “opulent;” however, others criticized her as homely and manly.8  While beauty was an

asset, talent was a necessity for the performer.  Under the tutelage of British actor James Barton,

Cushman pursued acting and debuted as Lady Macbeth on April 23, 1836 at New Orleans’ St.

Charles Theatre.

Similarly, economic difficulties incited Menken to earn her livelihood through theatrical

performance.  In contrast to Cushman, Menken’s historical background is difficult to ascertain

because of inconsistent records.  Menken’s own autobiographical notes as well as biographies

suggest numerous identites and colorful experiences.  She was Jewish from birth and converted to

the faith when marrying Alexander Menken.  Her backgrounds included French, Spanish, Irish, and

Creole.  However, many scholars accept certain biographical information.  Later adopting Menken

as her stage name, Ada McCord was born on June 15, 1835 in Milneberg, Louisiana.  Her father

clothing merchant James McCord died when Ada (Menken) was seven years-old, yet her mother’s

remarriage to Dr. Josiah Campbell fortunately provided Menken with a stable home life and a good

education.  She was a bright student and had a facility with languages, eventually learning not only

French but also Latin, German, Spanish, some Hebrew, and even Greek.  Biographer Richard

Northcott indicates that Campbell’s death in the late 1840s signaled not only the end of Menken’s

literary studies but also the impending need for self-support.  Menken, under the early stage name of

Bertha Theodore, appeared in the early 1850s as a ballet dancer at the New Orleans Opera House.9   

“Brilliant as she was handsome,” and “handsome as she was daring,” Menken featured a

winning combination for celebrity success.10   In the role of Pauline in Bulwer-Lytton’s Lady of

Lyons, Menken made her theatrical debut in March of 1857 at the Shreveport Theatre.  However,

even her stint as a dancer suggests that Menken had an early understanding of body image as she

communicated through movement.  In dance and drama, the beautiful and coquettish Menken

realized the advantage of her unique persona; her shapely figure accentuated her femininity while

her shockingly short hair suggested boyish impertinence.  Although Menken maximized her physical

attributes, the fact remains that all actresses encountered the “body problem.”  Historian Faye

Dudden explains that, in contrast to writing, acting “is linked to sexuality because it is an embodied

art.”11  Even Cushman’s realistic breeches performances which resist male objectification were

subjected to a body discourse.  Theatrical reviews discussed her physical attributes just as they did
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Menken’s.  Some critics believed her appearance impaired her repertoire.  Justin McCarthy, for

instance, claimed that “Miss Cushman understood her physical limitations perfectly well, and hardly

ever attempted to play the ordinary stage heroine.”12  Often the criticism was Cushman’s lack of

femininity.  In describing Cushman’s portrayal of Nancy in Oliver Twist, the reviewer

acknowledges “the bravery” evident “in every glance and movement,” but complains she lacked

“that thread of womanly tenderness.”13  Thus the actress, as a woman in the public view, is

“inherently liable, whatever her own intent, to become the object of male sexual fantasy and

voyeuristic pleasure.”14  Although theatre has the power to transform actresses into models of

independence, the audience could insist on certain images of female identity.  Although many

women became actresses to assuage economic troubles, only the most independent, shrewd, and

talented actresses could survive the social pressure of established gender norms.

While some nineteenth-century Americans objected to the theatre for religious reasons,

actresses especially encountered social criticism.  Cushman, herself, relates the extent of society’s

moral restraints against actresses in a letter to Miss Elizabeth Peabody of Boston.  Although she

made her fortune in theatre, Cushman suffered both personally and socially because of acting’s

reputation: “It has been my fate to find in some of my  most intimate relations my art ‘tabooed,’ and

held in light esteem.  This has always hurt me.”  Although opponents accused all actors of deception

and immorality, they considered actresses little better than prostitutes.  This taboo persisted partly

because early American theatres sold liquor and reserved the third tier for prostitutes and their

clients.  Still, many Victorians viewed actresses “as the representative embodiment of artifice, self-

promotion, sexual availability, and public display at a time when middle-class women were enjoined

to be selfless, chaste, domestic, and ‘true.’”  This prevailing attitude toward actresses polarized

notions of feminine identity.  At one end, the sanctioned identity of the upstanding “true woman”

found social favor.  At the other extreme, middle-class society aligned actresses with

demimondaines.15

This antagonism toward actresses derives from a dominant gender ideology that separated

and treated very differently men and women.  While the public sphere of business was the realm of

men, the domestic domain was women’s designated space.  This “separate sphere” philosophy

excluded women from public life and essentially contained their sexuality in the single role of child

bearing.  Women, themselves, propagated the philosophy, referring frequently in women’s

magazines to the notion of “True Womanhood.”  Analyzing popular nineteenth-century publications

such as The Ladies Wreath  and The Lady at Home, sociologist Barbara Welter defines the
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characteristics of this belief system:

The attributes of True Womanhood, by which a woman judged herself and was

judged by her husband, her neighbors, and society, could be divided into four

cardinal virtues–piety, purity, submissiveness, and domesticity.  Put them all

together, and they spelled mother, daughter, sister, wife–woman.  Without them, no

matter whether there was fame, achievement, or wealth, all was ashes.16

Clearly, Victorian society defined a woman’s identity by her relationship to the family.  A repeat

divorcée, Menken provides an interesting viewpoint on marriage, the seal of domesticity.  In a letter

to friend and writer Robert Reece, Menken congratulates Reece on his recent nuptials but laments

the effect of marriage on women: “Somehow, they all sink into nonentities after this epoch in their

existence.  That is the fault of female education.  They are taught from their cradles to look upon

marriage as the one event of their lives.  That accomplished, nothing remains.”17

The cult of true womanhood was truly pervasive.  According to Welter, the phrase “true

woman” appeared as often in women’s magazines as religious writers mentioned God in their

periodicals.18  Even individuals as independent and successful as Cushman and Menken subscribed

to the ideology to some extent, seeking some societal acceptance.  Both Cushman and Menken

fashioned their public image to notions of Victorian respectability.  Cushman cautioned her various

female friends to destroy their correspondence lest the romantic aspects of these relationships should

be known publicly.  Through published poetry, Menken developed a sentimental persona that often

invoked “true womanhood” values.  Nevertheless, prevailing attitudes toward theatre, in general,

and to actresses, particularly justified an actress’s anxiety regarding public acceptance. 

In addition, show business could be brutal to its lesser players.  According to Victorian actor

and critic William Price, “there’s no half-way success” in theatre.  Oftentimes, the player deals with

“a meager and uncertain salary, and all sorts of vicissitudes will beat on you if you do not gain the

topmost honors or a position of independence.”19 By the mid-nineteenth century, American theatre

evolved from a stock system to a star system, and many performers indeed faced this uncertainty of

position or salary.  In a stock company, a manager hired an ensemble cast of actors, specialists in

their “lines of business.”  For actresses, these types of roles included walking lady, lead, heavy,

ingenue, character, utility, supernumerary, old woman, and soubrette.  While the “lead” was usually

a dramatic role, the “walking lady” was a character who flees from parent and “walks off” with her

lover.  Often these “lines of business” were not distinctly separate, and two types could converge in

one role.  Generally, however, “heavy” characters were more mature roles, “ingenue” roles involved
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romantic juveniles, and “character” roles included eccentric types.  “Utility” actresses played

various minor roles, the “supernumerary” acted silent parts, and the “soubrette” actress portrayed

the impudent servant.20   Acting in the late 1830s, Cushman was familiar with the stock system.  In

fact, Thomas Hamblin, manager of the New York Bowery Theatre, contracted Cushman as a

“walking lady” in 1836.  While “lines of business” remained throughout the century, the stock

system steadily declined and shifted toward the star system.  Under this method, company members

were still specialized performers, but more importantly they were the supporting cast for touring

stars.  Establishing a reputation as a skilled performer was important; however, the pressure was on

the performer to capture the spotlight of public interest.  Once the performer became popular, she

could employ her stardom as a bargaining tool, securing more contracts and succeeding completely.

Still, the question remains, why would a woman hazard her reputation to become an actress

who still has to contend with the uncertainty of the star system?  Despite the risk of social alienation,

actresses could potentially reap many financial benefits.  In contrast to teaching or completing

household work like sewing, acting was often more lucrative.  An actress could earn $500 a show,

as Menken did in the mid 1860s, while a teacher could hope to earn that amount in a year.21  In

terms of gender equality, actresses were especially more likely to have as much bargaining power as

actors.  For managers, the “box office appeal” of the performer, whether female or male, was “the

deciding factor in contract negotiations.”22  In addition, like their male counterparts, leading ladies

were entitled to a benefit night in which they could pocket that evening’s box office earnings.  The

payoff could be indeed substantial as Bohemian writer Ada Clare exults in her June 2, 1860 column

in the Saturday Press: on the stage “the highest honors, the proudest triumphs, the chief part of the

world’s worship, and the largest pecuniary profits, belong to women.”  Despite professional

uncertainties, acting remained enticing to women for more than monetary reasons.  As an aspiring

actress, herself, Clare explains the allure: “It is only on the stage that the woman is taken out of the

world’s straight-jacket, and left with free limbs and free soul.”23

Donning the Breeches

While melodramatic roles provided Cushman and Menken an impressive entry to the stage,

breeches performance catapulted these rising stars to international celebrity.  Cushman reached the

zenith in the December 1845 London Haymarket production of Romeo and Juliet.  Infusing a new

subversive energy into the role of the Italian lover, she obtained “unanimous and lavish” responses
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from the British press.  For example, a spectator avowed Cushman’s sincerity and believability, for

Romeo’s emotions were not “simulated passion–no such thing,” but “real, palpably real.”24 

Similarly, Menken “created a furor” and procured international notoriety in the role of Mazeppa. 

From her first performance at the New Bowery Theatre on June 16, 1861, Menken revolutionized

this equestrian role not only through costume choice but also with audacious stunt work.  While the

protagonist’s scarce clothing intrigued spectators, they also marveled at her equestrian skills, for she

underwent “perils which were never contemplated by her male predecessors.”25  Still, if the

American actress fought against the reputation of the “untrue woman,” how and why did Cushman

and Menken succeed not only as actresses but also as actresses playing male roles?  Their depictions

were daring as both embraced the breeches convention to underscore their particular talents. 

Reinforcing and refuting Victorian ideologies, Cushman and Menken’s performances were complex

yet entertaining.

The breeches convention was, of course, not new when Cushman first portrayed Romeo in

1837.  As early as the seventeenth century in British productions, women acted male roles usually

boys or romantic leads.  During the Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars, the convention

experienced a revival.  Productions of this period frequently “featured women who went to war as

men, usually to aid their husbands or lovers.”26  These breeches performances often reaffirmed

heterosexual ideologies of romantic love: the actress, in these cases, would impersonate a man to be

with her man.  In the nineteenth century, the convention was not always met with seriousness.  Often

the appropriate venue for the cross-dressed actress became comedy.  For example, the Illustrated

London News admits that especially with Shakespearean tragedies “it is an unusual thing to find a

female bold enough to undertake the part of the hero.”27  Beginning with Restoration tragedies, her

costume merely accentuated her sexuality, and the breeches performer could rarely portray the

convincing, virile lover.  In comedies, the backdrop of the boudoir facilitated dishabille scenes, in

which the performer’s state of undress enthralled spectators.28

Nevertheless, the popularity of breeches roles depended partly on the performer’s bodily

display, which fulfilled heterosexual desire.  Reinforced by strict social norms regarding clothing

apparel, proper nineteenth-century women refrained from exhibiting their bodies.  Therefore, the

display of an actress’s ankle or leg became a novelty and an attraction for male spectators.  Plays

such as The Naiad Queen incorporated fifty female warriors who revealed their legs.  Reviewing

this play, theatre critic Francis Wemyss proclaims that this production was “Such a display of

ladies’ legs, no mortal man could resist the opportunity of seeing.”29  Because of her Shakespearean
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repertoire, many critics considered Cushman a more “serious” actress than Menken.  However,

Cushman was a breeches player and, therefore, also subject to the male gaze.  In fact, Cushman

performed in the very play on which Wemyss comments: The Naiad Queen.  Wearing beige tights, 

plumed helmet, gold breastplate, and red sandals, the “Amazonian” Cushman marched on stage and

“led her female warriors through an orchestrated display of military-like maneuvers.”30  Clearly,

participation in this conspicuous spectacle provides another example of the “body problem” and to

some extent to Cushman’s collusion as she and the almost entirely female cast paraded on stage for

the audience.

Despite the potential to confirm heterosexual ideology, breeches performance undermines it

by blurring concepts of gender.  According to performance theorist Judith Butler, what comprises

gender identity is a “stylized repetition of acts,” and these everyday acts involve “bodily gestures,

movements, and enactments” which form the “illusion of an abiding gendered self.”31  Gender

construction, Butler cautions, is not merely an autonomous choice; more specifically, social sanction

and taboo make gender identity a performative act.  Although likely to face social criticism, actors

and actresses had more licence to dramatize this performative act of gender.  Spectators viewing

Cushman and Menken may have begun by questioning whether the performer was male or female,

but ultimately breeches performance led to uncertainties about gender, itself.  What is feminine, and

what is masculine?

One-of-a-kind Romeo

While playbills clearly establish that a woman played the part of Romeo, reviews of

Cushman’s 1845-1846 performances of Shakespeare’s tragedy praise the credibility of her

portrayal.   In pivotal moments like the balcony scene, her Romeo captured not only Juliet’s heart

but also the audience’s.  Cushman’s passion toward Juliet was intense and convincing: in her

performance, “the eye–the tone–the general bearing–everything [attested] the lover, smit to the

core.”32  For the audience, the illusion was complete; not only did they overlook the performer’s

gender but also the relationship of the lead actors.   From their December 29, 1845 London debut in

the roles, Cushman’s Romeo professed eternal love to a Juliet played by her very own sister, Susan

Cushman.  As families composed some early nineteenth century stock companies, it was not unusual

for family members to perform together or opposite each other.  However, there were very few

instances when the portrayals were incestuous and sapphic.  
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Uncertain of her own reception, Cushman had learned that Victorian ideals of kinship could

excuse her breeches performance if it offended.  Cushman claimed that she accepted the Romeo part

to support her sister in the maiden role; in the performance itself, ironically Susan Cushman was

essentially the supporting actor.  As her impersonation was “of so erotic a character,” the

performance superceded spectators’ expectations.  The London Times proclaimed that her Romeo

“is far superior to any Romeo we have ever had.  The distinction is not one of degree, it is one of

kind.  For a long time Romeo has been a convention.  Miss Cushman’s Romeo is a creation.” 

Because Cushman’s portrayal defied convention, audiences more readily accepted the incestuous

performance.33 

While countless periodicals eventually commended Cushman’s skill, her Atlantic crossing in

November 1844 was a gamble.  Despite accomplishments in Albany, Philadelphia, and New York,

securing a contract in Great Britain was difficult.  Some British managers disregarded her many

letters of introduction, discounted her American success, and one even dismissed her appearance,

stating she was “not good-looking” enough for his theatre.  However, the resilient Cushman

persevered, obtaining a contract at the Princess Theatre and debuting as Bianca on February 13,

1845 in Englishman Henry Hart Milman’s melodrama Fazio .  However, the hit of the 1845-1846

theatrical season was Cushman’s Romeo and Juliet.  Like many spectators in the auditorium,

dramatist Sheridan Knowles “was not prepared for such a triumph of pure genius.”  Immersed in the

performance, viewers, like Knowles, were “all absorbed in Romeo, till a thunder of applause

recalled” them to the moment.  While not the first actress to portray Romeo, Cushman distinguishes

herself from other breeches performers through the verisimilitude of her portrayal.  As the young

Montague, Cushman seemed no imitation but the embodiment of the boy lover.34

Clearly, her “masculine” appearance allowed her to portray the romantic lead convincingly. 

However, the illusion of Romeo, of the male, depended on more than physical appearance.  Through

voice, clothing, and gestures, Cushman demonstrated that gender identity, as Butler proposes, is very

much a construction, a “performative act.”  In fact, the performance can extend beyond the lines of

the play.  When Cushman played Romeo opposite Sarah Anderton’s Juliet at the Boston National

Theatre in the early 1850s, Cushman chivalrously protected Anderton from a spectator’s heckling. 

The repeated sneezing and snickering during the amorous dialogue impelled Cushman to stop the

performance and lead his Juliet offstage.  Returning, she confronted the audience and insisted that

“Some man must put that person out, or I shall be obliged to do it myself!”35  Even in this brief

moment outside of the play’s imaginary realm, Cushman enacts masculinity.  Her protective actions
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and sharp words assert Cushman’s gallantry even while affirming Anderton’s delicacy and

femininity.  

Although spectators generally praised her breeches performances, that Cushman challenged

conceptions of gender did not go unnoticed among her contemporaries.  Even American periodicals

that professed admiration for their native star also confessed reservation.  A Spirit of the Times

writer reminds readers that “however much we may . . . glory in such acting as Romeo by Miss

Cushman, still she is a woman, and we cannot but be shocked at the unsexing of the mind and heart

which she must undergo” to portray this character.36  This concern with “unsexing” suggests the

malleability of gender.  By transgressing proscribed gender roles, Cushman critiques the binary

categories of masculine and feminine behavior.  In effect, a possible response to Juliet’s inquiry of

“Wherefore art thou Romeo?” comes from Cushman’s performance, itself.  By suggesting that

gender is an act that can be learned, copied, and reproduced, Cushman is Romeo because she can be.

 

Mazeppa à la Menken

Just as Cushman’s portrayal of Romeo defied convention, Menken transformed the Mazeppa

character from a standard equestrian role into her signature piece.  A favorite of hippodromes in both

England and America, the play Mazeppa was based on a Lord Byron poem of the same name. 

Adapting the poem in 1831, Henry M. Milner presented it at London’s Astley’s theatre.  According

to historian Joseph Ireland, the popular piece shortly after debuted in America when Mr. Judah

portrayed Mazeppa on April 18, 1832 at the Richmond Hill Theatre.37  However, history records

Menken as the most famous Mazeppa.  Beginning with her June 7, 1861 performance at the Albany

Green Street Theatre, Mazeppa carried Menken across the nation from New York to San Francisco

and throughout Europe from London to Paris.  Interest in Menken’s Mazeppa was not fleeting as

audiences, fueled by Mazeppa fever, continued to cram auditoriums.  Debuting at Astley’s on

October 3, 1864, Menken’s production, according to biographer Northcott, filled the seats for an

amazing ten weeks.38

As in Romeo and Juliet, star-crossed love drives the plot of Milner’s Mazeppa.  In classic

melodramatic fashion, the Polish aristocrat and villain Castellan uncovers a romantic relationship

between his daughter Olinska and the servant Cassimer and punishes him by stripping and binding

Cassimer to the back of a wild steed.  His death seems assured, for if the exposure to the elements
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does not kill him, wild animals like wolves will.  Like Juliet, Olinska, forcibly betrothed to another, 

mourns the loss of her lover declaring that “the victim [Cassimer] is adorned not for the altar but the

tomb” (III,i).  However, the melodramatic plot continues to twist and turn as Cassimer, whose real

name is Mazeppa, is found and reclaimed by his long-lost father King Abder Khan.  Riding on the

very horse that was his “instrument of torture,” but now is “the messenger of vengeance,” Mazeppa,

the restored Prince of Tartary, attacks Castellan and reclaims Olinska (II, vi).39  While the plot kept

the audience guessing, what fascinated viewers was the spectacle: the elaborate scenery including

climbing ramps and waterfalls, the acrobatics involving live animals, the fight scenes, and the

costumes.

In the climactic punishment scene, the “beautiful, erratic, and talented” Menken “made

ascents and descents of the perilous scaffolding of the scenery, on the bare back of the steed, and, one

might say delicately, almost on her own bare back–‘a feat never before attempted by any

woman.’”40  The act was a smash.  Easily it became Menken’s “calling card” character and earned

her thousands.  During her Western tour in 1863, Menken negotiated a lucrative contract with San

Francisco manager Tom Maguire; the terms included an unprecedented one third of the nightly

profits and one half of the matinee and Friday night earnings.  Early in her career, she had attracted

followers advertising herself as Mrs. John C Heenan.  Separating from Alexander Menken in 1859,

Menken married the pugilist John “Benicio Boy” Heenan later that year.  Her connection to the 

popular boxer, who represented the nation in a championship fight in 1860, was advantageous. 

However, after 1861, she became simply known as “The Menken.”41  

Although she played traditional heroines like her 1858 New York debut of Widow Cheerly

in The Soldier’s Daughter, Menken’s money-makers were breeches roles.  Besides Mazeppa,

Menken’s noted roles include William in Douglas Jerrold’s nautical melodrama Black-Ey’d Susan

and J. T. Haines’ Protean comedy The French Spy.  In the tension-filled Black-Ey’d Susan,

Menken portrayed a sailor, who in protecting his wife Susan from assailants, wounds a commanding

officer. The rank disparity makes William’s act mutinous, and the authorities thus court martial him

although he was morally upright in defending his wife.  As in Mazeppa, Menken enacts numerous

identities in the French Spy.  She plays Mathilde de Merie, a mute woman, who impersonates a

French soldier, who then portrays her/himself as an Arab boy named Hamet, who then assumes the

costume of a harem female.   Developing a block-buster repertoire of  role versatility and costume

allure, the coquettish yet shrewd Menken effectively assessed the entertainment demands of her

audience.42  
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While many reviewers esteemed Cushman’s portrayals, critics often mitigated Menken’s

breeches performances for engaging in a sexualized discourse.  Even though breeches performers

often appealed to the mostly male spectator’s heterosexual desire, Menken pushed the breeches

convention even further by employing a fleshling suit.  With this neck-to-foot suit of flesh-colored

tights, worn with shorts and a blouse, Menken daringly seemed in the dimly lit, large theatrical

venue to be nude.  For some critics, this costume choice connected Menken with the  “naked

drama.”  An 1866 New York Tribune article proclaimed that “To announce that Miss Adah Isaacs

Menken would appear . . . in the character of Mazeppa was to announce that a woman would exhibit

herself, in public, in a condition closely bordering upon nudity.”43   While critics compared Menken

in her fleshling suit to “Lady Godiva in a shift,” others like respected critic John Oxenford of the

London Times defended her choice.  Although the costume is not one “that Queen Elizabeth would

have recommended” for the ladies of the court, “certainly, also, it is not a whit more objectionable

than those of the female Highland boys and mythological beauties who are now accepted as matters

of course.”44  For Oxenford, Menken was no more scandalous than ballet dancers whose costumes,

often of fairy-like creatures, were just as abbreviated in order to enhance choreography.   

Without a doubt, Menken stunned her Victorian spectators by her costume, yet her

performance involved more than an appeal to her sexual allure.  The act also reaffirmed Menken’s

independence.  While she capitalized on her good looks, Menken deserves praise for her horse-riding

skills, marketing talents, and daring to question gender roles.  However, according to theatre scholar

Elizabeth Mullenix, some Victorian critics refused to look beyond the fleshling suit, choosing

instead to contain the power of Menken’s act by limiting her to a sexual object:

By reducing Menken to a sum of fetishized parts, male critics could control the

danger implied by her societal transgressions as an outspoken forceful woman; they

could undermine her symbolic power as a transvestite by portraying her as a

sexual–and therefore uncontrollable–female while simultaneously reinforcing her

femininity, and thus her weakness, through their constant foregrounding of her sexed

body.45

Numerous reviews focus on the display of Menken’s body without considering the extent of her

horsemanship or the impact of her breeches roles.  Although controversy over Menken’s costume

motivated many to attend the production, the athleticism and danger of the popular punishment

scene also elicited awe from the audience.  That previous productions employed a dummy during the

dangerous scaffolding scenes heightened Menken’s accomplishment.  Despite intense training for the
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dangerous stunt work, Menken did suffer injuries such as fractured fingers, a concussion, and a torn

ear.  An imitator Mazeppa, an actress named Leo Hudson, was killed while performing the part.46

Because sometimes any press is good press, Menken often benefitted from even the negative

publicity; however, her performance, like Cushman’s, more importantly contested the binary

framework of gender identity.  As cross-dressed figures, Cushman and Menken confronted the

categories of female and male behavior and expose what theorist Marjorie Garber calls “category

crisis,” “a failure of definitional distinction.”47  For Garber, the bipolar thinking of female and male

identity is limiting because definitions of gender are always shifting.  Therefore, Menken and

Cushman complicated the binary of gender behavior by appearing both feminine and masculine.  As

Mazeppa, Menken displayed her body in scanty male garb, yet she aggressively sparred with the

sword and rode a horse.  Scholar Renée Sentilles contends Menken, “an accepted sex symbol, played

a valiant warrior who gets stripped down to vulnerable femininity and then returns victoriously as a

man.”48  Clearly, Menken destabilized traditional conceptions of gender by presenting these in

complex combinations. 

Female Spectators

In fact, Cushman and Menken’s performances also provided a space for female spectators

potentially, even if unconsciously, to engage in homoerotic desire.  While heterosexual desire

explains why male viewers were drawn to the breeches convention, Merrill argues that Cushman’s

performance, and I would add Menken’s, allowed “multiple meanings” for the spectators, especially

female ones: “Charlotte [the breeches performer] was a woman they might both desire to be or be

desired by.”49  In an 1896 New York Times article, the poignant testimony of Mrs. Ponisi who

played the young Capulet to Cushman’s Romeo confirms this homoerotic potential: “When I played

Juliet to her Romeo, I entirely forgot her sex.  She simply carried me away.  She was Romeo, and I

loved him.”50  Implicit in Ponisi’s statement is the political potential in the shifting pronouns.  By

referring to Cushman as both female and/or male, Ponisi acknowledged her hetero- and homosexual

response to Cushman.  Thus, Cushman’s portrayal of Romeo achieves a blurring of gender identity.

Just as Cushman’s subversive breeches performances appealed to women, Menken also

romantically drew female spectators such as Florence Fane, critic of the California publication The

Golden Era .  In her review of Menken’s September 27, 1863 performance of The French Spy, Fane

cites and responds to the comment of another female spectator.  While the anonymous woman
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declares of Menken “she was bewitching in the ‘Spy,’” Fane proclaims, “language is inadequate to

express my emotions.  She indeed!  My brave, my beautiful and suffering hero, only a woman?”51 

In one sense, Fane expresses surprise for her homoerotic attraction to the heroic Menken.  However,

the acknowledged problem of language, of specifically the gendered pronouns, becomes a criticism

of the binary framework of gender, itself: s/he indeed!  If Menken is neither male nor female or if

she’s both male and female, then is there a third sex to which she and Cushman and other cross-

dressing performers could belong?  This category would be insufficient as well.  According to

Garber, the “third” is not a term but a “mode of articulation, a way of describing a space of

possibility.”52  Thus, Fane’s quotation as well as Ponisi’s statement reveals an alternative possibility

to the bipolarity of gender.  

Breeches performers were successful in contesting gender identity because their "act" of

portraying characters on the stage could be non-threatening to the audience's social norms. 

According to Butler, a theatre viewer can maintain that:  

'this is just an act,' and de-realize the act, make acting into something quite distinct

from what is real.  Because of this distinction, one can maintain one's sense of reality

in the face of this temporary challenge to our existing ontological assumptions about

gender arrangements; the various conventions which announce that 'this is only a

play' allow strict lines to be drawn between the performance and life.53

Clearly, spectators would rationalize any discomfort in seeing gender roles challenged on stage by

assuring themselves that the actress was still a woman, that the cross-dressing was restricted to the

safe area of the stage and its imaginary world.  

However, the warmest and most bitter reviews reveal the power of their performances. 

Reviewing an 1864 production of Black-Ey’d Susan, Golden Era writer, Tess Ardenne suggests

that Menken’s portrayal of William is more than a heterosexually-charged breeches performance. 

Instead, William’s love is “a passion robbed of its earthly dross, loving the object for her own sake. .

. . It is a conception of man’s love in its highest form, such as makes a woman’s heart beat with joy

and pride to have inspired.”54  For Ardenne, a female spectator, the performance was more than a

novelty because it appealed to sentiment.  Still that Menken, a woman, conveys this epitome of

man’s love suggests a homoerotic potential.  Actor George Vandenhoff recognized the implication of

such a situation.  Having performed with Cushman, Vandenhoff vehemently objects to Cushman’s

breeches performance, for “Romeo requires a man, to feel his passion, and to express his despair.  A

woman, in attempting it, ‘unsexes’ herself to no purpose. . . and sets up a monstrous anomaly . . . .
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There should be a law against such perversions.”55  The line, in fact, becomes difficult to discern

between appropriate breeches performances and perverted ones.  That not all spectators could “de-

realize” the act demonstrates that performances escaped containment.   

Although often criticized for their onstage transgressions, Cushman and Menken were

popular American figures who succeeded even when resisting the conventional conception of “true

womanhood.”  As breeches performers, they subverted the binary framework of gender identity by

forging a third space of possibility.  For female spectators, breeches performances also allowed

women to engage in homosexual feelings without condemnation.  Like other self-made American

icons, Cushman and Menken were savvy promoters and charismatic individuals.  For Cushman, her

personal appeal was more than physical as she won over fans and managers by the sheer power of

her performance.  For Menken, her attractiveness was advantageous, yet she proved her talent by

remaining versatile and innovative.  By transforming the image of the actress, Cushman and

Menken were rebellious yet respected American celebrities.
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CENTER STAGE: CLASS AND NATIONALITY

In the construction of a nation’s identity, theatre plays an indispensable part.  For historians,

nineteenth-century American theatre was “a barometer of the culture’s concerns and a microcosm of

American democracy.”56  Clearly, the communal nature of theatre implied a myriad of interactions

and negotiations.  Playwrights developed plays; managers adapted them for their venues; performers

interpreted the characters; and the audience received the performances.  In terms of the popular

American plays of the nineteenth century, these processes of production and consumption revealed

national constructions of gender, class, race, and nationality.  In section one, I discussed how

Cushman and Menken responded to the pressures of a gender ideology.  The popularity and

implications of their breeches performances revised traditional concepts of “true womanhood.” 

Besides gender ideologies, constructions of class and nationality also affected Cushman and

Menken’s performances and reception.  As professional entertainers, they fashioned their repertoires

and self-image to appeal to a specific audience.  A theatrical venue was not only a site for a play’s

presentation but also a space of identity representation.  For example, the Bowery, Broadway, and

Park theatres promoted reputations that often centered on class issues.  In addition to venue, the

performers’ repertoires often responded to class obsessions and influenced their national identity.

In the mid-nineteenth century, American theatre was, like an adolescent, still developing and

refining its individuality.  In many ways, British theatre remained the paragon of theatrical

performance.  Before the 1840s, the stock system organized much of American theatre, and actors,

specializing in “lines of business,” performed as an ensemble company.  However, the star

engagements in America of noted British performers in the early nineteenth century began the shift

from the stock to the star system.  The London Sun explained this relationship in financial terms:

“America has long owed us a heavy dramatic debt for enticing away from us so many of our best

actors.”  Although America broke free politically, it succumbed to British theatrical authority.  The

mother country set the definitions of high art and culture, and America, to a large extent, assented. 

British performers obtained the star treatments and engagements, and American theatres often

produced British plays.  However, the international success of American stars like Cushman and

Menken challenged that supremacy by representing American talent and values.  Commenting on
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Cushman’s London debut in the melodrama Fazio  at the Princess Theatre, the same London

periodical asserted that America “has now more than repaid [the debt] by giving us the greatest of

actresses, Miss Cushman.”57  Likewise, Menken’s performance empowered her and rendered

England and the European continent captive.  A newspaper advertisement by Edward Smith asserted

that Menken’s Mazeppa “delights and enchains the Old World as she has astonished and enthralled

the New.”58  Although theatrical privilege did not transfer as easily as these reports allege, these

laudatory reviews, nonetheless, questioned the dominance of British theatre standards.

Defining American Theatre

As stars, Cushman and Menken could dictate the place and price of their performances;

however, in the early years of their careers, they both had to work within the circuit of American

theatres.  With its distinguished and diverse theatre community, New York City attracted many an

aspiring actor.  Although many debuted professionally in the various regional theatres across the

country, actors yearned to perform not only in New York City but also at its most prestigious

theatres, like the Park Theatre or the Broadway Theatre.  Even though a clear hierarchy is difficult

to define, New York  theatres were divided into distinct sections.  Lined by warehouses, shops,

hotels, and theatres, the thoroughfare of Broadway marked one section.  Running parallel to

Broadway, the Bowery section included theatres, pawnshops, and lottery dealers.59   In contrast to

Broadway theatres, establishments like the Bowery, the Chatham, and the Olympic were “‘low’

places where vulgarity (not only on the stage, but in front of it) [was] in the ascendant, and bad-taste

carrie[d] the day with hardly a pleasant point to mitigate its coarseness.”60  

Despite the harsh note of this assessment, the competing theatre districts marketed

themselves according to their audience and values.  The manager of the Bowery Theatre, Thomas

Hamblin catered in two ways to his diverse audience of young mechanics, firemen, shop clerks, and

factory workers.  First, he invoked their sense of patriotism by declaring his theatre’s commitment to

“native talent,”and second, he produced sensational dramas that kept the audience’s interest.  In

addition, Hamblin created a particular reputation for his theatre by contrasting it to the Park

Theatre, managed by Edmund Simpson.  A rivalry emerged as Simpson clearly attempted “to

cultivate an urban elite,” and Hamblin depicted the Park as “pro-British and aristocratic and his own

house as pro-American and democratic.”61  Despite the different public images, the theatres were

rather similar in ticket pricing and repertoires. 
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In addition to employing American playwrights and performers, Hamblin developed a

distinct style of theatrical production.  Nicknamed the “Bowery Slaughter House,” the Hamblin’s

Bowery Theatre featured many “blood-and-thunder melodramas” that relied on special effects,

costume, and action.62  Although first performed in Albany in 1861, Menken’s “bold, exciting,

unashamed” Mazeppa headlined at the Bowery Theatre in June 1862.  In theatrical style, the play

was very much a “Bowery melodrama,” drawing huge crowds.  While legitimate theatre defended

“the standard of poetic drama before lean Broadway” audiences,  Menken attracted the multitudes

and distracted them from the worries of the Civil War, just then breaking out.63  

Menken understood the politics of performing, and she shrewdly marketed herself for the

audience.  Before her New York success with Mazeppa, most New Yorkers knew of Menken more

as a poet than an actress.  Although she received attention for published pieces in newspapers like

the New York Sunday Mercury, it was her billing as the wife of pugilist John C. Heenan that

captured public interest.  After her separation with Alexander Isaacs Menken in July 1859, Menken

journeyed from her husband’s hometown of Cincinnati to the nation’s theatrical capital New York

City to seek her fame.  Although she had met John C. Heenan when he performed a strong man

exhibition at Cincinnati’s New National Theater, a second meeting in the offices of New York

Clipper editor Frank Queen resulted in an intense relationship.  Concerned that her divorce was too

recent, Menken secretly married Heenan on September 3, 1859 at a Manhattan inn.  While Heenan

was en route to England for a boxing competition, Menken began to use her new married name in

playbills once the January 1860 New York Tribune leaked the news of their marriage.  Once other

newspapers like George Wilkes’ Spirit of the Times denied the information, scandal ensued, and the

public wanted to know more about this supposed marriage of opposites: sentimental poet albeit

aspiring actress and the dashing and muscular prizefighter.64

The connection with John “Benicia Boy” Heenan proved advantageous, for Menken drew

name-recognition and interest when she advertised her performances as Mrs. John C. Heenan. 

During the spring of 1860, Heenan was in London training for the April fight against Englishman

Tom Sayers in the first World Heavyweight Championship.  While Heenan became a national hero

representing his country in the competition, Menken benefitted from the association and secured

acting engagements.  Although boxing was an illegal sport, it was a Bowery specialty, and the

connection to Heenan helped her to obtain her engagement there in March 1860.65  On April 6,

1860, Menken even parodied her situation by including a piece called Heenan Has Come! in the

evening’s performances.  The probable model for Heenan is the character Jehosaphat Jones, “a
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Yankee, who to escape the torments of a scolding wife slopes to England,” while Menken

personified Jehosaphat’s wife Mrs. Jones, a “strong-minded” believer in women’s rights and “wearer

of the matrimonial breeches” who is in “pursuit of a fugitive” husband.66

Although the newspapers could not determine if the marriage was valid, Menken continued

to bill herself as Mrs. John C. Heenan, and public interest spiraled as they waited for Heenan to issue

a statement.  Returning from England in August, Heenan did not acknowledge Menken as his wife. 

Although evidence suggests that Menken and Heenan’s marriage ceremony occurred in 1859, it

may not have been legally binding.  In addition, Alexander Menken suggested in February 1860 that

Menken had not legally separated from him in 1859.  The scandal was enormous as some

considered Menken an abandoned wife, and others believed her to be a bigamist.  Despite the fact

that many professional careers were destroyed with much less scandal, Menken persevered, partly by

maintaining her innocence through her poetry and partly by maintaining her independence through

her acting.67  

However, the Heenan controversy did teach her an important lesson about marketing. 

Through careful “repackaging,” a performer could sell even low entertainment to the middle class. 

In terms of pugilism, scholar Sentilles explains that it began as “working-class, but the layout, price,

and subject matter of sporting papers . . . suggest that many middle-class men were embracing it as a

sort of rebellion against the increasing emphasis on feminine values in American culture.”  If boxing

proponents could turn this illegal activity into a respected sport, Menken could also transform her

performances by “tap[ping] into the same cultural rebellion.”68  By 1861, Menken did just that and

discovered another name on which to capitalize: Mazeppa.

While it seemed that Menken could not escape scandal, Cushman avoided it.  Although her

portrayals were innovative, Cushman sought respectability in her performances and in the company

she kept.  After the successful engagement as Lady Macbeth in New Orleans in 1836, Cushman felt

ready to perform in New York City.  Arriving in the great metropolis in June of that year, she first

contacted Edmund Simpson, manager of the illustrious Park Theatre.  Despite the glowing reviews

she brought with her, Simpson insisted that he was not familiar with her work and would offer not a

job but an opportunity to act on a trial basis.  Somewhat insulted by Simpson’s response, Cushman

contacted Thomas Hamblin, manager of the Bowery Theatre.  After a successful interview,

Cushman accepted Hamblin’s three-year contract for the position of “walking lady.”  On September

12, 1836, Cushman debuted at the Bowery in the familiar role of Lady Macbeth.  Although

Cushman felt qualified to perform at the Park, her Bowery debut signaled the coming of great
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things.  A New Yorker reviewer maintained that “Beyond even the wildest dream of Hope will be

[her] success, until seated upon the lofty eminence of a people’s admiration, [she] become[s] the

American Siddons.”69

This flattering comparison to the great British actress Sarah Siddons boosted her confidence,

and Cushman determined to succeed in New York even if that meant performing at her second

choice Bowery Theatre.  However, just ten days after her debut, the Bowery Theatre burned down,

and Cushman’s prospects turned to ashes.  The Bowery fire consumed both her contract and the

costumes which were housed in the theatre.  Although devastated, Cushman remained resolved and

soon obtained work at the Pearl Street Theatre in Albany.  In less than a year, Cushman returned to

New York City and triumphantly opened at the Park Theatre on August 26, 1837. 

Focused as she was with performing at the more “appropriate” venue, Cushman was also

concerned with developing a befitting repertoire.  In order to boost her “respectability,” Cushman

carefully built her repertoire by playing  “serious” roles like Lady Macbeth or Queen Katharine in

Henry VIII.  One role that Cushman debated including in her 1844 European tour was Nancy in the

dramatic adaptation of Charles Dickens’ Oliver Twist.  With much praise, the American public

heralded her first performance of it at the Park on February 7, 1839.  Although she believed that the

role was assigned to her in spite, Cushman accepted the challenge and studied the role, even visiting

the poor neighborhood in New York’s lower East Side called the Five Points.  The demanding role,

however, was popular with American audiences.  With a costume of shabby rags and makeup,

Cushman’s portrayal was “fearfully natural, dreadfully intense, horribly real.”  Many reviewers

considered Nancy an amazing exercise in histrionics, for she “brought to it all her strength” and she

did not “hesitate to go thoroughly into its lowest depths with the same power as that with which she

ascended to lofty heights in her personations of Queen Katherine and other noble women.”70

Although Cushman was talented enough to portray the spectrum of human characters,

stereotypes regarding the part of  Nancy limited Cushman’s power.  Even though the above review

praises Cushman’s impersonation, it insinuates a clear division between the roles.  The reviewer

clearly views the character Nancy as pertaining to the lower depths, although the character herself

becomes Oliver’s protector.  While she never becomes independent, Nancy shows the first signs of

self-awareness and generosity in helping those she chooses.  However, some viewers considered the

role to be of “a low order . . . half human, half demon with the savage animal reality of passion and

the weird fascination of crime, redeemed by fitful flashes of womanly feeling.”71  The stereotypes

enveloping this role revealed a fascination and yet distrust of the character. 
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With her tour of England approaching in 1844, Cushman considered performing Nancy on

the British stage and asked the veteran actor Junius Booth for advice.  Although he acknowledged

her power in the role, his response was decisive: “No! It is a great part, Charlotte–one of your best;

and you made it; but never act it in London.  It will give you a vulgar dash you will never get

over.”72  Although one of Charles Dickens’ memorable characters, Nancy was too political for

Cushman to portray successfully for two reasons.  First, impersonating the role for the “fine and

fastidious” English would associate Cushman with American standards: Nancy “would have given

her the Bowery stamp.”73  Second, considering theatre’s stained past, the actress playing the

prostitute seemed too dangerous.  Cushman did not was to run the risk of personally typecast, so she

agreed not to perform the piece in England.

As in the case of Hamblin’s Bowery Theatre and Simpson’s Park Theatre, the different

public images were partly exaggerated.  However, American theatre’s appeal to class and

nationalistic discourses was more than a good marketing technique, it revealed a real American

concern for developing a distinct national and artistic identity.  Newspapers like the Saturday Press,

the New York Leader, and the New York Herald debated the issue in its pages.  Even in 1847,

writers questioned why there was not “something worth the name of American Drama!”74 As ever,

Americans were questioning the artistic dependence on Britain and scrutinizing the state of

American theatre.  Despite its “intelligent” audiences and “superior” performances, even the

prestigious Park theatre was deficient.  According to the Brooklyn Eagle’s dramatic critic, “It is but

a third-rate imitation of the best London theatres.  It gives us the cast-off dramas, and the unengaged

players of Great Britain; and of these dramas and players, like garments which come second hand

from gentleman to valet, everything fits awkwardly.”  Writing in February 1847, this critic and

great American poet Walt Whitman attacked the privilege afforded to British theatre and called for a

revolution.  In order to resuscitate the American theatre, Americans must shrug off the “slavish

dependence” on English managers, actors, and plays, and let these “die away among us, as usurpers

of our stage.”75  Native playwrights and performers like Cushman and Menken reclaimed and

revised American theatre.

American Ambassadors

Stateside and abroad, the accomplishment of Cushman and Menken, therefore, signaled a

success for American theatre.  On the one hand, they asserted aesthetic and financial independence;
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on the other, they presented a concept of American identity.  Ultimately, their performances and

persona revealed American tensions with gender, class, race, and nationality.  As subversive as these

performances were, spotlighting them on stage required access, and this meant working within the

system.  Because American theatre was relatively young, many of its actors sought fame in Great

Britain.  Cushman, herself, acknowledged the authority that a British success would entail.  In a

letter to her mother on March 28, 1845, Cushman comments that “The very idea of being thought so

much of here [England] will make me much more valuable at home.”76   That English stamp of

approval would prove personally lucrative as well as politically expedient for both Cushman and

Menken.  However, they both encountered resistance, and their response to the challenges revealed

not only their personal resilience but also American forthrightness.

Although eager to perform on the European boards, Cushman did not rush on stage when an

opportunity presented itself in Paris.  When noted British actor William Charles Macready offered

her an engagement in Paris, Cushman had to contemplate the consequences.  Although performing

with the noted Englishman would make an auspicious European introduction, Macready could not

assure Cushman the starring roles as these might be contracted to the beautiful, British performer

Helena Faucit.  Although she could use the money, Cushman reasoned that usurping any of the

popular Faucit’s roles would not be politically favorable.  Even though Macready preferred her over

his compatriot, Cushman refused his offer.  However, she carefully marketed this decision to reflect

notions of respectability, claiming that she “disdained to build her own promotion on the downfall of

another.”77  Cushman resolved to debut in an engagement that would favorably introduce her as an

American actress; she could not risk the potential physical comparisons and did not want her

performance resented because of identity politics.  

The early success portraying Bianca in Milman’s Fazio  led to the pivotal 1845 production

of Romeo and Juliet at London’s Haymarket Theatre.  Besides acting Romeo opposite Susan

Cushman’s Juliet, Cushman revealed daring not only through her performance but also in play

modifications.  While many in the nineteenth-century hailed Shakespeare as one of the world’s

greatest dramatists, some individuals objected to his plays’ “occasional ‘grossness and vulgarity’ in

language or situation.”  For this reason, as well as a performance’s time constraints, dramatists like

David Garrick adapted Shakespearean plays.  These adapters made “purification” cuts to rid

characters of any “dross.”78  For example, the revised Romeo and Juliet omitted Romeo’s love for

Rosaline because this early love would undermine Romeo’s later, more idealistic love for Juliet. 

Cushman, however, reinstated the original version of the Shakespearean tragedy and encountered
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some resistance from the Haymarket company.  Revealing a national prejudice, some labeled

Cushman one of those “impudent” “American Indians” for changing their customary Garrick

version of the production.79  At its worse, the caustic label conflated her gender and nationality; it

suggested not only the childish impertinence of the often infantilized woman but also a racial barb

that aligns her with the marginalized and “uncivilized” Native Americans.  At its best, the comment

revealed the company’s anxiety toward the outsider and resentment for her appropriation of a

revered cultural icon.

Despite objections, Cushman persisted in keeping the changes, and her portrayal received

much applause and accolades.  Even those viewers predisposed to doubt a woman’s impersonation

of Romeo, explains Victorian critic Justin McCarthy, were held “captive by her extraordinary

dramatic power.”  Her success in the Haymarket production was “beyond dispute; it was simply a

matter of fact, which criticism could not ignore and could hardly minimise.”  While references to

Cushman as “impudent” and “American Indian” were intended to embarrass and hinder, her

performance confirmed her talent and affirmed a more positive American identity.  According to

critic Mary Turner, Cushman experienced the success and acceptance that American playwright and

performer John Payne received when he toured England in the 1830s.  Cushman’s Romeo created a

“sensation,” and like Payne’s Hamlet “convinced Londoners that not all ‘colonists’ were Red

Indians.”80  According to Merrill, one of the reasons the British celebrated Cushman was that they

reacted to her nationality and not her gender:

Charlotte’s so-called masculine qualities were not merely an acceptable violation of

gender expectations on the part of a great actress but, rather, a reinforcement of a

particular variety of national identity the British had come to expect–and what they

had come to the theater to see–and so played a significant part in her extraordinary

popular success.81

Becoming an important layer of identity for the overseas American actress, notions of nationality

supplanted prevailing ideologies of Western femininity.  British spectators did not interpret

Cushman’s masculine qualities of strength, directness, and independence as masculine but rather as

American.   Therefore, the American actress did not embody immorality, but like an ambassador,

she represented American-ness.  This shift in her image silenced some who would censure the

American actress or any woman for her pursuit of a professional career.  Artistic pursuits were not

solely male vocations.

Menken’s success also depended partly on her identity as an American.  Preparing for her
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October 1864 London debut of Mazeppa at the equestrian theatre Astley’s, Menken and the theatre

manager issued press releases advertising the young American riding her horse in the park.  The

opportunity to view a foreigner, an American, often was the draw for many British individuals to

sneak a peak of Menken in the park or to pay admission to see her in Mazeppa.  In fact, Menken’s

marketing of herself as “American” was shrewd as this identity was “exotic enough to preclude

constant reinvention.”82  The daring quality of both Cushman’s and Menken’s performances

reaffirmed British definitions of American-ness.  British spectators expected both American actors

and actresses “to represent, in their bodies and bearing, the independence, physicality, and

forthrightness of their nation.”83  In turn, Americans generally accepted the English as authorities on

refinement, and positive London reviews of an actress’s performance procured more payment and

public notice.  After great success in Britain, Menken returned to New York and easily acquired in

1866 a contract with the Broadway Theatre even with her stated terms of $500 a performance.  The

payment is unprecedented when one compares it to the four to six hundred that a teacher might make

in a year.84

While the image of the “exotic” American attracted the English to attend her performances,

French audiences developed a body discourse that entailed issues of sex, race, and nationality.  Critic

Kari Weil details how French periodicals viewed Menken’s performance and Creole heritage as both

alluring and alien: While the critic from Le Monde pour Rire proclaimed that her beauty “belonged

to no nationality,” the critic of Le Constitutionnel evoked Menken’s “exotic background to describe

Miss Mazeppa as an ‘artist both foreign and strange [étrangère et ètrange].”85  Born near New

Orleans, this foreign and strange Menken was “the result of one of those crossings that constitute the

American race.”  Menken represented the Amazon figure, a woman who is both seductive and

threatening.  While Menken’s performances entertained audiences, French critics sometimes

attacked her Amazon image.  Like the opponents of breeches performance who viewed the male

impersonations as abhorrent and aberrant, the critic for La Lune assailed Menken’s performance,

aligning her with the curious and the grotesque, the circus performer and the monster.  Although

Menken’s image as an American Amazon attracted spectators, the criticisms cast at her reveal the

extent to which discourses of gender and nationality helped and hindered her.  Nevertheless,

Menken’s financial and social success suggests that she not only embodied American forthrightness

but also the “sly ingenuity, physical power, and passion” of the Amazon figure.86       

Embodying resilience, directness, and independence, the American actress was a type of

cultural ambassador.  She was also the site of cultural tension and national recuperation.  While
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some critics praised Cushman’s British debut in December 1845, some reviews extended beyond

commenting on the actress’s impersonation and incorporate a sense of cultural prejudice.  These

British reviewers insist on their European superiority,  underscoring the binary between “cultured”

England and “uncivilized” America.  For example, the reviewer from the English Gentleman, in

praising Cushman’s performance, criticizes American sensibilities and asserts British authority

stating, “Americans were slow to discover anything approaching real genuine and native genius

among [their] dramatic sons and daughters.”  The British critic declares that her success was “such

as no other American ever merited” but that “it took audiences of British sensibilities to appreciate

her talents–‘for that lady’s abilities have never been appreciated on the other side of the Atlantic.”87 

While American reviews of Cushman’s work were also laudatory, the following excerpt from the

American periodical The Spirit of the Times acts as a response to British criticisms: “Charlotte

Cushman, whatever she may be, belongs to New York, and whatever triumph she may achieve, in it

New York is interested, and of it will be proud.”88  Poignantly, this quotation reaffirms Cushman’s

dramatic contribution but, more importantly, shows America’s national reclaiming of the actress.

Just as Cushman embodied America’s self-image, Menken represented American values

such as independence and diversity.  Menken, herself, lived out the American dream.  While

Menken’s incomplete and mysterious family chronicle may frustrate her critics, these uncertainties,

instead, suggest an American sense of self-determination.  Rising from obscurity to celebrity,

Menken embodies a rags-to-riches account, a narrative that is part of American myth and culture. 

Although generally accepted that Adah Isaacs Menken was born Ada McCord in Milneberg,

Louisiana, we may never know who the real Menken was as she repeatedly reinvented herself.  The

actress who would later be known as “The Menken” was also Ada Theodore, Adalaide McCord,

Dolores Adios Fuertes, and Adah Isaacs Menken.  Menken’s publicized and contradictory

biographical accounts expose the volatility of categories.  Like the transvestite figure in Garber’s

Vested Interests, Menken effected “category crisis,” a phenomenon which presents “a borderline

that becomes permeable, that permits border crossings from one (apparently distinct) category to

another: black/white, Jew/Christian, noble/bourgeois, master/servant.”89  Clearly, Cushman and

Menken’s breeches performances affirmed the instability of gender.  Chronicles about Menken also

presented multiple ethnic backgrounds; her “fathers” were Spanish, Irish, Jewish, and African-

American.  That Menken could have been a person of color “passing” is remarkable.  That she could

have been Spanish or a Jew is also astounding, for these potential multiple layers of her identity

reinforce her American-ness. Thus, America, an immigrant nation, is an apt site for such identity
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constructions, and her ability to compound identity is an American trait. 

 While the ambiguity of Menken’s past is vexing to historians, this inconclusiveness

reinforces the shifting border of identity categories.  One such criticism of  categories is Menken’s

performance of the irreverent farce Three Fast Women .  Although the script likely no longer exists,

playbills of Three Fast Women  demonstrate that it was a Protean piece.  Taking its name from the

shape-shifting Greek god Proteus, this type of comedy challenged actors to portray numerous

characters.  In Three Fast Women , Menken demonstrated her versatility as a quick change actress

by essaying nine roles: five male, four female.  While the play’s title suggests that it was a racy

piece, the character names and description imply that the play exhibited icons of American national

identity.  Among these, Menken portrayed Jerusha Sparks, “a Yankee girl, in which she will sing

‘My Johnny is a Soldier;’” Young Mose, “a New York Fireman;” and Rosebud, a black-face

minstrel.  Her fellow actors performed other American or rather urban stereotypes: the anti-

temperance character and “chief of the ‘rum cull,’ Cully Smith; the delinquent “immortalized in the

Criminal calendar,” Black George; and the New York Speculator, Hugo Wellington.90   In Three

Fast Women, Menken compounded her identity by blurring not only gender lines but also racial

ones.  According to Sentilles, the complexity of representing the minstrel character Rosebud is

astonishing as Menken “may have been legally black, passing for white, parodying a white man in

blackface.”  Although the earliest rumor of Menken’s ethnicity surfaced after her death, this

unconfirmed claim still presents a possible and intriguing complexity.  While this drama

demonstrated Menken’s artistic versatility, it also showcased her subversiveness as she destabilized

the binaries of black/white and male/female.  Interestingly, Three Fast Women  was a successful

piece for Menken, becoming the second most popular production in San Francisco after Mazeppa.91

As politically important acts, Cushman and Menken’s professional encounters and public

personas traversed the borders of opposing ontological categories.  In their performances, they

undermined the “true womanhood” paradigm of domestic/actress by reinforcing and reversing the

cultural binary of England/America.  Specifically, Cushman and Menken’s identity as breeches

performers infused American identity.  Their bold and irrepressible performances conflated with

their nationality, and their success established the viability of the American performer.  Although

clearly not the first American actors to secure international acclaim, accounts depicted them as

conquering American heroes.  Theatre critic McCarthy maintained that Cushman was “a foreign

invader who . . . invaded and captured the English stage.”  Critic for the London Times, Oxenford

described Menken’s reception after touring the provinces as “one a Roman populace would have
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accorded to a victorious General.”  The American actress became less a figure of wantonness as

Cushman and Menken served their country as representatives of an American theatre.92 
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OFFSTAGE PERFORMANCES: CONSTRUCTING CELEBRITY

While the bounty of their “invasions” was the crown of celebrity, their weapons included not

only theatrical performances but also self-promotion.  In order to recuperate the historically tainted

image of the actress, Cushman and Menken realized that success rested on fashioning a public image

that would appeal to the masses yet appease the middle-class.  Like their great roles of Romeo and

Mazeppa, the actresses recognized that their public image was also a construction.  As makeup,

costume, and lighting affected their stage impersonations, offstage Cushman and Menken employed

the press and photography to produce and promote their public image.  Although daguerreotypes

existed since 1822, the multiple exposure cameras of the 1850s could easily mass produce portrait

photographs.  Before a scheduled performance in a city, Cushman and Menken each issued small

album photographs called “cartes de visite,” which featured the actress in character.  While

photography was an important publicity tool, the medium also focused attention on physical

appearance.   Just as their costumes signaled their staged masculinity and/or femininity, everyday

clothing marked their offstage gender identities.  By reinforcing and rebelling against the true

woman’s fashion, Cushman and Menken employed fashion to support a specific self-image. 

Cushman was more subtle yet respectable; Menken was unconventional to reinforce her bohemian

image.

Theatrical reviews focused attention on the performances, but periodical pieces about both

women, as well as photographs and original writing, provided the audience a new image of the

actress and insight into Cushman and Menken’s character.  As Cushman cultivated a more middle-

class image, published anecdotes focused on traits like humility that would demonstrate her

gentility.  One account published in the Graphic  presents the impression of a railroad engineer who

met Cushman en route to a Chicago performance.  For the engineer, the actress was larger than life,

“looking as if she was the spirit of the wind;” however, Cushman was also decorous and shook

“[his] hand as cordially as if it had been dressed in immaculate kid.”93  Such an account succeeded

in presenting Cushman as respectable but not haughty.  Retaining her appeal among waged workers,

Cushman refined the actress’s immoral and uncouth status.  Although also transforming the actress’s

reputation, Menken, in contrast, constructed an unconventional image that allowed her to rebel
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against societal restraints.  After a July 1858 performance of the breeches play Sixteen-string Jack,

a group of spectators consisting of the Dayton Light Guards, a militia corp, honored Menken with a

dinner and an honorary commission as their captain.  Newspaper articles recounted the event and the

reaction of popular Shakespearean actor Stuart Robson: “By the living jingo, what next?  In the case

of female suffrage, Adah Isaacs Menken will be nominated for the Presidency–yes, and be elected

too!”94  By no means a serious response, the jesting comment, however, revealed the extent to which

the actress was a public figure, like a politician catering to her own constituency.  In addition,

Robson’s humorous remark and the commission account depicted Menken as an empowered, new

woman by aligning her with the suffrage movement.  For Cushman and Menken, the press was

another forum of performance, for on the page, they could gain or lose followers.

Press Productions

As a site of identity construction, the press not only kept a performer’s name in the reading

public’s mind, but it also was an effective tool in the “manufactur[ing] of public enthusiasms.”95 

Part of the press’s efficacy resulted from technological advancements and shifting aesthetic values. 

For example, improvements to the steam press in the 1830s allowed for faster, double-sided printing. 

This period inaugurated the “penny press,” as printing became cheaper for publishers and especially

consumers, who paid literally pennies for their daily paper.  For instance, New York’s Morning Post

sold in the street for two cents in 1833.   Besides technological innovations, newspapers’ format and

style evolved to appeal widely.  Prior to the 1830s, periodicals supplied the business community

with mercantile news and partisan politics.  The penny press, on the other hand, attracted a diverse

readership by developing feature-style writing and focusing on sensationalism.  Both informational

and entertaining, the penny press included “short, concise news summaries written with zest; local

news emphasizing the humorous and tragic, especially in the police courts; entertaining and edifying

features; and economic news.”96  While newspaper production improved and circulation increased,

the press developed significant power to influence the public.  

Theatrical reviews, indeed, were one method of spotlighting attention on the performer and

“manufacturing” enthusiasm.  In addition to lithographs, china, and handkerchiefs that featured the

performer’s portrait, newspaper articles “sold” an actor’s celebrity by focusing and heightening their

performance.97   However, some dramatic critics abused this power and for money or favoritism,

penned more positive reviews, “puffing” up the merit of the actress or production.  Nevertheless, as
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commercialism benefitted both the popular press and American theatre, they developed a symbiotic

relationship.  News about sensational performers sold papers, and especially good but even bad press

aided a performer’s ticket sales.  Since there were few legal impositions on American theatre, the

relationship between press and theatre was even stronger: “The control of theatre in the United

States, unlike that in Europe, had no text in a national law regulating theatre, and antebellum

municipal statutes seldom extended beyond establishing license fees, controlling overcrowding, or

providing for fire safety.”98

Instead of politicians or ministers, editors exerted control over the theatre as “cultural

arbitrators.”   While an audience’s applause or hissing affected the performance, editors could

sanction certain actors, productions, or genres by deciding the extent and tone of the news coverage. 

Editorials were sometimes scathing, as dramatic critics morally judged an actress.  For example,

Horace Greeley, editor of the New York Tribune, was especially reform-oriented, believing that

theatre should be a tool of moral instruction.  Still he reinforced the performers’ negative reputation,

lamenting that “a large proportion of those connected with the Stage are libertines and courtezans.

(sic)”99  On the other hand, dramatic critics could support a performer.  While an 1863 Golden Era

writer defended Menken from accusations of impropriety, an 1860 Herald writer praised

Cushman’s selfless work ethic.  Controlling the flow of information, newspaper editors could both

strengthen or limit a performer’s contribution and reputation.100

Because the press became an important forum to defend and advertise an actress’s interests,

developing effective public relations skills was paramount.  In the early 1840s, Cushman

experienced firsthand the effects of an editor’s favoritism of another actress.  Biographer Clement

recounts the incident involving Cushman and a New York journalist named Park Benjamin.  During

the 1841-42 theatrical season, both Cushman and her sister Susan performed at the Park Theatre.

Conventionally attractive but less talented than her older sister, Susan Cushman faced stiff

competition for the ingenue roles.  As editor of the New World , Park Benjamin exhorted the

manager Edmund Simpson into replacing Susan with Benjamin’s choice, Miss Clarendon, in the

upcoming production of Dion Boucicault’s London Assurance.  Concerned with losing Benjamin’s

regard, Simpson was in quite a “quandary” as he could not “offend his editorial friend” yet could

not “drive away the most useful member of his company,” Cushman who would, no doubt, object to

her sister’s replacement.  Even though he struggled with the decision, Simpson ultimately

complied.101

Although Benjamin succeeded in securing the part for Miss Clarendon, he felt it necessary to
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threaten anyone who opposed.  While Cushman’s initial response was “stormy and resolute,” the

show went on, and she performed her role in the Boucicault production.  However, when Benjamin

learned of Cushman’s objections, he panned her performance in his periodical the New World and

wrote her a threatening letter.  He cautioned that if she “did not tread carefully she should be driven

from the stage if there was any virtue in a New York audience or power in the New York press.” 

Cushman, however, did not shrink from his attack and directed a letter to Benjamin on October 13,

1841.  She dismissed Benjamin’s petty threats, maintaining that to hiss her from the stage “is a

matter requiring some time and trouble and when done, no satisfaction would accrue to yourself and

I think you have business of more importance.”  Although negative press notices could damage her

reputation, Cushman’s countermove was not to attack directly but to undermine his authority. 

Maintaining her composure, she  reinforced her own reputation of respectability while exposing

Benjamin as indecorous.   Her defense was effective, for Cushman was not “driven” from the stage,

but instead the audience “shouted in approbation.”102

In October 1842, Cushman ascended to a leadership position that reinforced the relevance of

a strong public image.  As the manager of the Walnut Street Theatre in Philadelphia, she publicized

in a circular addressed to the “Theatre-going public” the alterations to the theatre’s appearance and

productions.  Reiterating a concern with propriety, Cushman assured her audience that the Walnut

more than met polite society’s standards.  The auditorium decorations were “chaste, yet elegant in

appearance,” and the actress/manager engaged a stock company who could boast not only of

dramatic skill but also “good character and propriety of conduct.”  In addition, the Walnut Street

Circular advocated a democratic yet moral theatre:

Theatrical Representations were given within a few years in this city, in a style and

manner that secured the constant attendance of a respectable  and cultivated

audience.  Then it was not merely the people of fashion who resorted for a short time

to the Theatre to see some newly imported Star; the settled and domestic citizen also

went to the Play for innocent amusement and whole-some recreation.  The boxes

presented the smiling and happy faces of whole families, while the Pit contained the

no less satisfied and welcome artisan and man of business, listening with attention

and delight.

Appealing to middle-class concerns for respectability, Cushman sought to recuperate theatre’s

reputation to a time “when Drama held an honored station among the sister arts.” Just as she

recuperated the actress’s image through performance and creative writing, Cushman presented
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theatre as honorable, for under her management, “order and decorum shall reign as well on the Stage

as in the house.”103

Although Cushman defended herself from criticism, Menken especially weathered

potentially destructive scandals, yet she survived the defamatory attacks by promoting a sympathetic

persona.  Appalled by her fleshling costume in Mazeppa, critics aired their censure in dramatic

editorials.  Critics like Horace Greeley scoffed at  Menken’s artistic skill: it is “deplorable” that her

“sole claim to questionable fame is her nightly appearance in the nude before depraved

audiences.”104  While she had press supporters, Menken was her own best publicist.  Wielding pen in

hand, she directly confronted the criticisms, as in the August 27, 1864 letter addressed to the London

Orchestra’s writer.  Responding that the costume was not “the least indelicate,” Menken asserted

that it was “in no way more open to invidious comment than the dress worn by [ballerinas] [Fanny]

Cerito and [Carolina] Rosati or even the grotesque garb employed by ladies in burlesque.” Near the

end of the letter, Menken hinted at the critic’s hypocrisy for passing judgment without having

attended the performance: “At any rate, do me the favor, as a stranger, to suspend your opinion of

my representation . . . and after you witness it I am quite willing to abide by your criticism.” 

Although her performance and public persona was seemingly more unconventional than Cushman’s,

Menken also appealed to notions of respectability, underscoring the play’s connection to Byron and

her interest in classicality. As a longtime student of Italian Antonio Canova’s neoclassical

sculptures, Menken presented classicality in her impersonation of Byron’s hero and should not be

conflated with the “host of imitators” who may “easily vulgarize” Mazeppa.  Like the popular press

of her day, Menken encouraged a sense of sensationalism; however, she managed to control the

criticism provoked by that sensationalism so that it would underscore her performance and not

overpower it.105

As important as her athleticism and attractiveness, Menken’s ability to market herself as an

artist, both of poetry and theatre, disarmed even the harshest critics.  Even before finding box-office

success with Mazeppa in 1861, she relied on her image as a poet when the press began to question

her reputation as a woman. At the precarious moment that newspapers like Wilkes’ Spirit of the

Times doubted Menken’s secret marriage to boxer John C. Heenan, her ex-husband Alexander

Menken publicly accused the actress of bigamy.  Alexander Menken maintained that their separation

in July 1859 was not legal, and therefore, she was already married when she wed Heenan in

September.  While both Menken and Alexander substantiated their claims, the evidence remained

inconclusive; however, the consequence of the accusation was enormous.  While in another twist of
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events, Heenan later denied the union, neither image of Menken presented by these men was

favorable; she was either a bigamist or an adulterer.  As scandal ensued and both men abandoned

her, Menken reverted to poetry to present her story.

While poetry prior to 1859 featured Jewish themes, her work from the 1860s explored

gender issues often from the persona of a victimized and betrayed woman.  Submitting her work to

the newspapers, Menken presented emotional pieces to the same readership who devoured news of

her scandalous relationships.  Looking to poems like “Conscience,” these readers gleaned the lines

for references, associating Menken with the wounded yet resilient persona.  Published in November

1860,  “Conscience” claims that “happier is [the] fate” of the innocent person whose name may bear

“the report of guilt and shame” than the “dissembler” who “hides from human eye,/ His secret guilt

of darkest dye.”  The poetry that presented a sympathetic Menken corroborated other newspaper

articles, like the November 3, 1861 New York Times piece, that claimed that Menken supported

Heenan in his “dissipated and licentious habits.”  While scandal piqued audience interest, Menken

negotiated her image, maintaining her position in poetry and prose as the betrayed and guiltless

woman.106

In fact, Menken resisted criticism by cultivating a Bohemian image as an educated,

intellectual artist.  As an actress, Menken broke regulations of propriety, but rules do not bind the

bohemian artist.  In a February 1860 Saturday Press column, bohemian writer Ada Clare explained

that  “The Bohemian is not, like the creature of society, a victim of rules and customs; he steps over

them all with an easy, graceful, joyous unconsciousness, guided by the principles of good taste and

feeling.”107  Although Clare described a person who rebels against convention, it is important to note

that the rebellion was not anarchic but civil.  In fact, bohemianism was more of a Victorian

subculture.  As many of its proponents came from the middle-class, these individuals had the time,

money, and education to question bourgeois conventions or hypocrisy.  While a nonconformist,

herself, Menken reinforced a bohemian identity by joining the New York bohemian scene.  In 1856,

American newspaper editor Henry Clapp established this New York “artist colony,” after living the

bohemian life for three years in Paris, birthplace of the movement.108  Including newspaper editors

and creative writers, Clapp’s bohemian circle converged for lively discussions at the group’s

headquarters, Charlie Pfaff’s Restaurant and Bier Saloon.  Introduced by her friend and “queen of

Bohemia” Ada Clare, Menken enjoyed the comradery at Pfaff’s and there encountered Walt

Whitman, who would become a significant literary influence for her.

Clearly, Menken’s adoption of  the bohemian philosophy offered the public an explanation
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for her personal and professional disregard of convention.  Essays like “Swimming Against the

Current” depicted unconventionality as heroic.  While many Victorians succumbed to “the current

of popular sentiments, fashions, . . . [and] driveling notions,” mankind was, in fact, indebted to

artists.  As “Messiahs of humanity,” these artists offered “periodical regeneration” and ensured “the

progress of civilization.”  Even citing Whitman, Menken insisted on the artist’s identity as a

visionary, for eventually society will build “marble statues” to those they “suffered to starve,

because [they] swam against the current.”  Menken’s poetry and essays offered the Victorian public

a different lens from which to view the scandalous actress.  Whether they sympathized with her

betrayal or admired her bohemian lifestyle, Menken safeguarded her theatrical career.109

In summary, self-marketing was an intrinsic part of Cushman and Menken’s success, and

newspapers were as important a forum as the theatre auditorium.  Like their stage productions, their

press identity constructions reinforced yet rebelled against gender ideologies.  Cushman’s concern to

establish a respected theatre or to protect a sister’s position is grounded in gender philosophy that

holds that women are moral leaders and protectors of the family.  Instead of claiming to be a true

woman, Menken elicited sympathy from true women by negating the actress’s conniving image and

representing her as a victim corrupted by males.  Their ability to interact in the business world,

however, counteracted gender conventions.  Because business was a male arena, effectively

negotiating with the press ultimately was a masculine trait.  According to actor and theatre critic,

Francis Wemyss, Cushman’s “masculine mind,” and I would add the “barnumesque” Menken, “at

once perceived that the only means of success was to cultivate the acquaintance of the gentlemen

conducting the newspapers.”  Both actresses realized the significant role of the penny press, and

carefully marketed themselves to that forum’s audience.  The published anecdotes not only revealed

their personalities but also transformed the reputation of the actress.110 

Celebrity Image: Photography and Fashion

While the press depicted Cushman and Menken’s personal lives, both actresses constructed

their pubic image through visual representations.  In addition to press notices, the actresses

employed improvements in photography like the cartes de visite to promote their theatrical

performances.  In 1854, photographer A. A. E. Desdéri developed the carte de visite process in

which a multiple-exposure camera recorded up to eight images on one negative, each picture

measuring 2 1/8  by 3 ½ inches.  Before a scheduled performance in a city, Cushman and Menken
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issued the small album photographs that featured the costumed actress.  Because cartes de visite

could be mass produced, they became effective marketing tools.  In fact, these keepsakes allowed the

viewer to have a tangible piece of the actress’s performance.  Although photographs of Cushman’s

Romeo and gypsy Meg Merrilies were popular, Menken especially exploited the medium.  In 1865

she only once visited the studio of famed photographer Napoleon Sarony, but Menken posed for

more than one hundred photographs there.111  Popular with both the middle-class and the popular

masses, portrait photography offered the actress another venue to present herself both in character

and in street-clothes.  

According to scholar William Darrah, the history of cartes de visite spanned nearly fifty

years from 1857 to 1905, but its first stage in the years 1857-1861 included the patronage of the

aristocracy.  With the publication of the British Royal Family’s photo album in 1860, the nobility

popularized the cartes de visite and conferred respectability to the mass-produced photographs.  

“Within weeks” of the royal photographs, “the well-to-do, merchants, clergymen, soldiers, writers,

the great and the near-great joined the ranks of the photographed.”112  While the aristocracy first

popularized these portrait photographs, the middle-class soon adopted the practice as a means to

establish their own status.  In addition to compiling their own photo albums, the middle-class

imitated the practice of mounting the small portraits on the back of the conventional calling cards

they would leave upon making social visits.  Gradually, performers recognized that the cartes de

visite were not only a promotional tool but also a tool of legitimization.  This photographic method

was “a technology aimed at bourgeois consumption and ‘upclassing,’” and according to scholar

Maria-Elena Buszek, it was “exploited from the outset for both its identification with the middle

class and for its propagandistic potential by female actors and entertainers.”113  

As early as 1859 and until her death in 1868, Menken exploited the photographic

convention to promote her performances and her personal style.  Menken’s character photographs

highlighted the malleability of gender.  In her photographs as the French Spy, she was femininely

“beautiful” and “dreamy” or was a “fierce young soldier dressed for battle;”as Jack Sheppard, she

was “cocky” and “smirking;” and as Mazeppa, she was “vulnerable and tender” or commanding.114 

Thus, any collector or viewer of Menken’s cartes de visite would see gender represented in a

spectrum of possibilities that ultimately undermined the binary of expected gender behavior.

While theatrical photographs permitted the representation of a character in a recognizable

pose or with an identifiable prop, Menken’s personal photographs reinforced her bohemian image. 

The unconventional Menken  rebelled against the regulations of composition and gesture in
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Victorian photography.  The typical portrait photograph featured the subject leaning against a

column or balustrade or seated in a throne-like chair.  The photographer also posed the subject’s

hands; the subject might fold her hands in her lap, place one hand on a thigh, or prop one elbow on

the column or chair.  In addition, the subject’s gaze is discreet and often off-camera, and the facial

expression is usually solemn.  However, in her photographs,  Menken’s face and body language are

expressive; in one picture, her eyes are lively and gaze directly into the camera, and her pose of

semi-shielding herself with a fan seems more spontaneous and personal.115  As with her

performances and writings, Menken’s photographs defied established convention yet only that it

might represent the more outspoken, independent female artist.

 Because of photography’s apparent realism, many Victorians believed that photographs

were accurate depictions of the subject’s true personality, of the person’s soul.   However, like the

theatrical photographs that depicted characters, personal portraits were also a space of performance.

Because Menken circulated more photographs of herself rather than a role, she achieved, as Buszek

asserts, a “blurring [of] the line between life and performance,” for Menken performed “her ‘real’

identities with the same dramatic flourish and plurality as her stage roles.”  For example, some

photographs present a contemplative and artistic Menken by including literary props like books and

pens.  Because Menken’s career flourished at the same time as the cartes de visite, Menken produced

more promotional pictures than Cushman who was by 1860 already an established star.116  

Like the early 1850s shot of Cushman and friend Matilda Hays, Cushman’s personal

photographs depicted her offstage gender transgressions.  The Cushman/Hays photograph not only

showed them in unconventional masculine attire, matching collared shirt and tie, but it also

presented a potentially transgressive relationship.  In addition to a brief stint portraying Juliet to

Cushman’s Romeo in 1848, Matilda Hays was professionally a writer and translator of George Sand

novels and personally Cushman’s partner for nearly a decade.  Although it is incorrect to label them

lesbians because it is a twentieth-century term, Cushman and Hays shared a definitive homo-social

and tender relationship that stood in defiance of the traditional heterosexual union.  Both women,

explains Merrill, dressed alike in “skirts and tailored shirts and jackets (a fashion considered

androgynous at the time) rather than frilly dresses.”  According to acquaintance Elizabeth Barrett

Browning, they contracted a “female marriage,” for Cushman and Hays “made vows of celibacy and

of eternal attachment to each other.”  In addition, the posing in the photograph hinted at the romantic

nature of their friendship or “female marriage.”  In what Darrah maintains is the “almost universally

used pose of husband and wife,” the husband (Cushman) sits in a chair while the wife (Hays) stands
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with one hand on the husband’s shoulder or back of his chair.  Because Victorians assumed that

women were nonsexual, strong female friendships were not suspect in the nineteenth century;

however, Cushman’s appearance and interactions with women demonstrate an alternative type of

relationship.117

Even though Cushman emphasized her image of respectability in publications like the

Walnut Street Theatre Circular, photographs and accounts of Cushman’s personal life also

challenged gender ideology.  In contrast to the demure true woman, Cushman was a robust

equestrian, enjoying fast-paced riding and foxhunting in the Roman campagna.  Her fashion taste

included the conventional hairstyling and billowy skirts; however, she also incorporated

androgynous articles such as open collars, cravats, and Wellington boots.118  Because Victorian

women’s fashion reflected the period’s gender ideology, clothing style became a significant

performance space.  According to Robert Allen, a body clothed in the true woman’s “sentimental

style” expressed outwardly the inner ideals of the philosophy.  Muted colors, modest dress, and an à

la Madonna hairstyle (parted in the middle and pulled back) signaled the true woman.  De-

emphasizing the body’s sexuality, the sentimental style featured elongated torsos and full skirts,

which gave the appearance of “the upper body [resting] on a bell-shaped pedestal.”119  While

Cushman never dressed in drag offstage, she subverted gendered notions of clothing by wearing a tie

or boots.  Adopting the masculine attire may have been a way for Cushman to appropriate signified

masculine power or to question clothing as a gender marker.  Nevertheless, Cushman’s subtle cross-

dressing rebelled against the sentimental style, by presenting an alternative fashion.

While magazine illustrators often depicted the true woman as “fragile,” “never animated,” or

“seldom engaged in physical activity,” Menken, like Cushman, adopted an especially androgynous

personal style.  First, her shockingly cropped hair was not only boyish but also innovative,

anticipating the bob craze of the 1920s.  Second, in terms of clothing transgressions, photographs

captured Menken sporting open collars, wearing skirts without petticoats, and of course, dressing

provocatively as Mazeppa or other breeches characters.  In contrast to the modesty of the sentimental

style, Menken fashioned an image of sensuality and “half-feminine masculinity,” an image in part

epitomized by Lord Byron.  As the thrilling poet of British Romanticism and the daring Greek

freedom fighter, Byron was both “respectable and scandalous all at once” to his nineteenth-century

audience.  In addition to constructing a similar rebellious/respectable identity, Menken also

enhanced this image by emphasizing connections to Byron.  Menken invoked his name when

defending Mazeppa, which could not be vulgar if only because the great Byron penned the original
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poem.120

In addition, Menken heightened her artistic identity by accentuating a physical resemblance

to Byron.  Recalling her 1863 San Francisco engagement, poet Charles Warren Stoddard

commented on Menken’s androgynous and Byronic beauty:

A striking picture it was: . . . a head of Byronic mold; a fair, proud throat, quite open

to admiration, for the sailor collar that might have graced the wardrobe of the Poet-

Lord was carelessly knotted upon the bosom with a voluminously flowing silk tie. 

The hair, black, glossy, short and curly, gave to the head, forehead and nape of the

neck a half-feminine masculinity.121 

Menken’s “half-feminine masculinity” completely contradicted the sentimental style.  However this

resemblance to Byron in part legitimized her unconventional fashion style and reinforced her artistic

image.  The “Byronic pose” did not mean that Menken needed to be saturnine; instead, according to

Lesser, it allowed her “to break conventions with impunity, to do almost anything she wanted and

still remain within character.”  Just as she repeatedly crossed gender lines in her breeches

performances, Menken appeared androgynous in public and even convincingly cross-dressed

offstage.  One night during her Maguire’s Opera House engagement in San Francisco in 1863-64, a

fellow actor dared Menken to accompany him in drag to the infamous Barbary Coast, a district of

gambling halls, brothels, and saloons.  Menken complied and not only won $2,000 at the casino,

playing the card game faro but also convinced everyone around her that she was “a rosy-cheeked

boy.”122

Scribbling Actresses

Because newspaper editors exerted control as cultural arbiters of American theatre, they also

controlled what image of the actress reached the public.  Their reviews could applaud one actress’s

talents or issue hissing censure of another.  For this reason, it was wise that both Cushman and

Menken wielded the pen to issue their own identity constructions.  By writing prose or poetry, both

actresses presented themselves in another venue, one that was more respected than drama.  Cushman

and Menken used the media of poetry and prose to explore gender issues.  However, their literary

endeavors were also marketing tools intended to promote/recover their public image as theatrical

stars.  Despite the often ill treatment toward actresses as professional women, even women writers

faced discrimination.  Threatened by the public interest in women’s literary output, Nathaniel
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Hawthorne complained of the “d[amned] mob of scribbling women” whose work vied with his own

in the literary marketplace.123  While the scribblings of Cushman and Menken likely did not pose

any threat to him, their literary projects are important promotional exercises in constructing

celebrity.  The act of writing for the periodicals served “a double purpose,” according to theatre

critic Wemyss.  First, the writing “[placed her name before the public, as a lady of literary talent,”

and second it “[secured] her notice of her dramatic career.”124   Imparting a sense of intimacy,

Cushman and Menken’s creative writing validated their positions as artists.

Appearing in such magazines as Godey’s Lady’s Book and Ladies Companion, Cushman’s

poetry and short fiction were effective marketing tools.  These works not only kept Cushman’s name

in the papers but also legitimized the writer’s artistic qualities.  Considered “high art” in comparison

to acting, literary pursuits allowed Cushman to reach a larger audience of both advocates and

detractors.  In fact, the popular press was a site of image construction for both Cushman and the

figure of the actress.  Because some of her pieces thematically explored the actress as an identity,

these texts worked on the readers’ perception of Cushman and her career.

In her short story “The Actress,” subtitled “Extracts from My Journal,” Cushman presented

the account of Leoline, a promising young actress whose disgrace is not onstage, but in her

subsequent marriage to an abusive man.  Published in February 1837 in Godey’s Lady’s Book, the

short story appealed to its middle-class female readers in its sympathetic portrayal of the beautiful

and bourgeois Leoline.  Although the death of her merchant father demoralizes Leoline and her

mother, his outstanding debts render them destitute.  Dismissed by her estranged brother, Leoline

must provide for the family and reluctantly becomes an actress.  Although society considered the

actress an immoral woman, Cushman’s protagonist becomes a selfless actress, one who upholds the

tenets of true womanhood despite her public work.  Leoline is pure and submissive, sacrificing her

own “griefs,” in order “to administer consolation” and to support financially her “sorrow-stricken”

mother.  Providing this altruistic rationale for plying the histrionic trade, Cushman also elicited

sympathy for the actress onstage.  This public figure is not at fault for the deception that entertains;

instead the narrator attacks the public’s “hasty judgement” of her.  Judging an actress with

stereotypes, the audience becomes vulgar, never acknowledging the individual behind the histrionic

mask.  For this reason, the narrator affirms that:

Happy are they who can thus make the features the defensive barriers, behind which

their griefs may be screened from vulgar observation; and by a system of excusable

moral deception, ply jest and song, while over the bruised sensibilities of the soul, is
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pouring a lava-like flood of bitter anguish.

The story’s contention is that acting’s duplicity does not make it immoral.  In fact, acting is

justifiable because actresses are being modest by hiding their own feelings and tribulations.125  

However, acting is not the cause of Leoline’s downfall; matrimony is her misfortune.  As a

“true woman,” Leoline leaves the stage and embraces domesticity; after all, it was the “fervent

aspiration of her girlhood.”  However, marriage becomes the “fatal act of indiscretion” that “dashed

from her lips the cup of happiness.”  With an abusive alcoholic as a husband, the domestic and

dependent Leoline ponders the consequence of returning to the stage: “To live with the degraded

wretch who had violated every claim to her respect, was to subject herself to continual insult, . . . 

yet to forsake him would, she well knew, open the floodgate of calumny.”  After one year of

unhappily married life, Leoline again becomes a self-sufficient woman, an actress.  However, this

second endeavor ends in tragic death; while the once-admiring audience coldly greets her return, her

own heartbreak for her personal situation drains her emotionally and physically.  Although Leoline

leaves her husband and returns to the scandalous stage, her personal endeavors are altruistic. 

Although an actress, Leoline is not the immoral deceiver but the victim of deception, and thus,

Cushman’s account reverses the negative reputation of the actress.126 

 Although both actresses contributed poetry and prose to the newspapers, Menken avidly

pursued a literary career.  As early as 1855, Menken submitted poetry to a Texas gazette and

subsequently, published both poetry and essays not only in Jewish newspapers like The Israelite but

also in New York’s Sunday Mercury and California’s The Golden Era .  While acting provided her

livelihood, Menken was a strong poet, and she often used poetry to promote her theatrical

engagements.  Like the cartes de visite photographs which sparked public interest, Menken

submitted work to the local newspaper to elicit both the editors’ and public’s attention.  The literary 

exposure neutralized the more scandalous press stories about her personal life and reinforced her

artistic identity.  Forging friendships with such noted literary figures as Mark Twain, Artemus

Ward, Alexander Dumas, Algernon Swinburne, and George Sand, Menken presented herself as a

legitimate artist.  Although she began compiling her poetry for publication in the mid-1860s, it was

not until August 18, 1868, eight days after her death, that the collection Infelicia was published. 

Menken’s most productive period was in the early 1860s, an uncertain time marked by her

recent arrival to the big city, newspaper accusations of scandalous personal behavior, and the

inauguration of a provocative breeches performance.  However, Menken found fellowship in New

York’s Bohemian circle, and among this assembly of writers, she also encountered her literary
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model, Walt Whitman.  After the 1855 publication of his revolutionary Leaves of Grass, Menken

was the first follower of Whitman’s poetic style.  According to scholar Gregory Eiselein, Menken’s

“adoption of free verse– her avant-garde use of poetic forms dependent on neither regular rhyme nor

regular meter for their rhythms and patterns of sound–is truly exceptional.”  Menken’s interest in the

form was not an isolated experiment, for two-thirds of her collection Infelicia is in free verse.  In

addition to such techniques as alliteration and rhyme variation, the free verse prosody enhanced the

emotional quality of Menken’s poetry.127   

Just as Cushman’s “The Actress” re-envisioned a more positive conception of the female

player, Menken’s poetry presented a sympathetic female persona who often deals with male abuse. 

In “My Heritage,” the speaker condemns her lot in life, an existence marked by dependency on and

betrayal by others.  In the opening lines, the female persona complains of her lack of agency, for her

legacy is “to live within/ The marts of Pleasure and of Gain, yet be/ No willing worshiper at either

shrine;/ To think, and speak, and act, not for my pleasure,/ But others.’” Clearly, the lines denounce

a double-standard of behavior, for the speaker must interact in the marketplace yet not profit from it.

Published on June 3, 1860 in the Sunday Mercury, this poem appeared in the aftermath of

Menken’s bigamy scandal and Heenan’s abandonment.   While newspaper critics attacked her

public image, readers found another perhaps more “authentic” self in her poetry.  Like its author, the

speaker is resilient although a victim of “reckless human love.”  In another poem “Autograph on the

Soul,” the speaker also portrays the betrayed woman.  She denounces debased man’s false  “vows of

truth and constancy” which wreak only “woe and desolation” for woman.  This portrayal of the

wronged woman appealed both to female readers and reformers, for the former could relate to the

speaker’s emotions and the latter employ the speaker’s experiences in their cautionary tales.128

However, poems such as "Judith" affirmed female strength and independence.  A heroine

from The Old Testament, Judith saves her people by slaying the Assyrian general Holofernes. 

While other artists have depicted Judith as brave, Menken’s Judith is a fiercely proud, erotic, and an

assertive leader: “I am no Magdalene waiting to kiss the hem of your garment. . . . See ye not what

is written on my forehead?  I am Judith!”  Admitting that she’s no “true woman,” no reformed

Magdalene, Judith relishes in her task.  She will decapitate the sleeping Holofernes, and his head and

“strong throat all hot and reeking with blood” will “thrill [her] with wild unspeakable joy as [blood]

coursed down [her] bare body and dabbles [her] cold feet!”  Although some readers overlooked its

strong female persona and responded to its religious theme, “Judith” depicts an independent and

aggressive female.  Carefully balancing the demands of the audience and her own artistic concerns,
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Menken produced poetry that was subversive yet popular.129

Although criticized for their onstage and offstage transgressions, Cushman and Menken were

popular American figures who succeeded in part because they recognized the importance of self-

promotion, whether through the press or photography.  Both actresses had to be cunning in their

presentations, appealing to the middle-class as well as the popular masses.  Cushman cultivated

respectability, avoiding public scandals with men and keeping private the romantic nature of her

female relationships.  Menken became her own best publicist, promoting her burgeoning poetry

collection and mastering the skill of damage control.  She survived several personal scandals due in

great part to her ability to ignore bad publicity or transform it into good.

Canny promoters and charismatic individuals, they were self-made American icons who

navigated the sea of public opinion to reach the haven of celebrity.  Although separated by an age

difference of almost twenty-years, Cushman and Menken collectively challenged traditional and

restrictive expectations for nineteenth-century women.  They transcended the discourse of

containment that would confine them strictly and completely to the domestic sphere.  Their writing

shows their independence as they confronted the image of woman as object, as metaphoric toy.  In

her journal, Cushman avowed that her “earliest recollections are of dolls’ heads ruthlessly cracked

open to see what they were thinking about; [she] was possessed with the idea that dolls could and did

think.”  Similarly, in her poem “Autograph on the Soul,” Menken’s speaker decries men’s ill

treatment of women.  Addressing a male audience, she laments, “for the best you trample beneath

your feet, while the fairest you pluck as a toy to while an idle hour, then dash aside for another of a

fairer cast.”  In their writings and representations, Cushman and Menken recuperated the image of

the actress by claiming agency for all women.130
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CONCLUSION

“we strut and fret our hour upon the stage, and then the curtain falls, 

and all is darkness and silence.”131

According to biographer Gamaliel Bradford, Cushman thus describes the actress’s fate, and

we are left to wonder if, in fact, the actress can leave no real record.  Is it that the transitory nature of

her profession precludes her from imparting a legacy?  While the creations of poets, painters,

sculptors, and musicians “[enshrine] their memories in positive evidences of their divine mission,”

actresses in some ways “leave nothing behind but the vaguest of memories.”132  Despite their many

provocative breeches performances, theatre criticism written shortly after the 1890s tends to

undervalue Cushman and Menken’s onstage crossdressing.  Even though they portrayed female

roles, both actresses developed their breeches repertoire extensively.  Besides Romeo, Cushman

essayed over twenty male characters, including Hamlet, Cardinal Wolsey in Shakespeare’s Henry

VIII, and Claude Melnotte in the melodrama Lady of Lyons.  In addition to Mazeppa, Menken

impersonated many male roles such as Leo in the melodrama Les Pirates du Savane and William in

Black-Ey’d Susan.  However, scrutinizing the anthology Famous Actors and Actresses, we

discover that the editors emphasized certain portrayals.  In addition to citing biographical data, each

entry lists the actor’s debut and famous roles and includes performance reviews.

Of the thirteen famous roles listed for Cushman, all are female.  While this compendium

discusses Cushman’s Lady Macbeth, Meg Merrilies (Guy Mannering), and Queen Katharine

(Henry VIII), there is not one mention of breeches performances in the eight pages dedicated to her. 

For someone who played Romeo so convincingly that she broke convention, the role’s omission is

surprising. Although Famous Actors and Actresses cites Mazeppa as one of Menken’s three famous

roles, the three-page entry insists on her “limited” acting skills.  In addition, the anthology lists only

her early roles, those first performed before 1862, and makes no reference to any other breeches role. 

That the included review sexualized Menken’s performance may explain its inclusion.  Such a

discourse becomes non-threatening by affirming the breeches convention’s traditional heterosexual

ideology.  Influenced by emerging sexology theories, theatre criticism of the late-nineteenth and

twentieth century obscured the gender and sexual transgressions in Cushman and Menken’s breeches
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performances.133

Developed in the 1880s and 1890s, homosexuality theories by Havelock Ellis and Richard

von Krafft-Ebing retrospectively tarnished the breeches performer’s contribution and reputation. 

Counteracting earlier conceptions of women’s nonsexuality, sexologist Havelock Ellis maintained

that females, just as males, could express physical heterosexual and/or homosexual attraction.  In

addition, sexologists hypothesized that an “intermediate sex” existed to which “inverted” and

abnormal homosexuals belonged, and certain behavior and/or sexual act determined an individual’s 

inclusion in this group.134  In Psychopatia Sexualis, published in 1866, theorist Krafft-Ebing

described the social behavior that would signal the female homosexual:

Uranism [lesbianism] may nearly always be suspected in females wearing their hair

short, or who dress in the fashion of men, or pursue the sports and pastimes of their

male acquaintances; also in . . .  actresses, who appear in male attire on the stage

by preference.135

Professionally and personally, Cushman and Menken elicited suspicion.  Although at the

time bold and unconventional, their clothing and recreation would now characterize them as

lesbians.  Nevertheless, this association may explain why later criticism vitiated their theatrical

contributions.   

Despite the effect of the sexologists’ rhetoric, Cushman and Menken’s histrionic legacy

remains intact, in great part due to the surviving artifacts.  All is not silence as testimonials, press

reviews, photographs, playbills, and other materials that survive still speak to us.  Retracing their

experiences as professional women, these artifacts revealed the actresses’ careful subversions to the

pressures of  Victorian ideologies.  While their innovative breeches performances established their

star status, more importantly, they engaged and entertained a wide audience of male and female

spectators.  They promoted a distinctly American theatre by obtaining star engagements at home and

abroad and by embodying an American forthrightness in their performances.  As cartes de visite and

creative writing publicized their image as artists, these self-promotions secured another venue to

challenge Victorian gender notions.  As successful, independent women, Cushman and Menken

helped revise the actresses’ reputation as “public women,” a euphemism for prostitutes, and

presented a more liberated alternative.136  Press reviews represented the actress in everyday

interactions, photographs captured the actress’s performance, and creative work validated them as

artists.  Negotiating between gender ideologies and entertainment demands, both actresses cloaked

their rebellion by appealing to the general public yet appeasing the middle-class.
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